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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

 

Case No. _____________ 

 

 

MARK SMITH, on behalf of himself  

and all others similarly situated, 

 

Plaintiff,   

                  CLASS ACTION 

v.          JURY DEMAND 

 

SPECIALIZED LOAN SERVICING, LLC,  

And AMERICAN SECURITY INSURANCE  

COMPANY,  

 

Defendants. 

__________________________________________/    

 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

 Plaintiff Mark Smith (“Plaintiff”) files this class action complaint on behalf of himself 

and all others similarly situated against SPECIALIZED LOAN SERVICING, LLC (“SLS”) and 

AMERICAN SECURITY INSURANCE COMPANY (“ASIC”).  

INTRODUCTION 

1. Undersigned Counsel have been litigating force-placed insurance (“FPI”) class 

actions against insurance company Assurant and its subsidiaries (here, Defendant ASIC) for 

more than six years in the Southern District of Florida and District of New Jersey.  These FPI 
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cases have been the subject of two different Multi District Litigation Panel (“MDL”) hearings 

and have included the discovery of thousands of pages of documents and dozens of depositions.  

In early 2011, Undersigned Counsel filed the first of this wave of FPI cases in the Southern 

District of Florida, Williams v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 11-cv-21233-RNS (S.D. Fla.).  The 

Williams case was certified, eventually settled and was granted final approval on September 11, 

2013. 

2. Undersigned Counsel subsequently filed additional nationwide class actions and 

have been appointed Co-Lead Counsel in the Southern District of Florida
1
 and in the District of 

New Jersey
2
 against many of the major mortgage lenders and servicers and their partner insurers. 

These cases were very actively litigated and Undersigned Counsel have now reached nationwide 

                                                 
1
 Undersigned counsel have been appointed co-lead counsel and final approval was granted in the 

settlements for the following force-placed insurance cases in the Southern District of Florida: 

Saccoccio v. JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A., No. 13-cv-21107 (S.D. Fla.); Diaz v. HSBC Bank 

(USA), N.A., No. 13-cv-21104 (S.D. Fla.); Fladell v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 13-cv-60721 

(S.D. Fla.); Hamilton v. SunTrust Mortg., Inc., No. 13-cv-60749 (S.D. Fla.); Hall v. Bank of Am., 

N.A., No. 12-cv-22700 (S.D. Fla.); Lee v. Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, No. 14-cv-60649 (S.D. 

Fla.); Braynen v. Nationstar Mortg., LLC, No. 14-cv-20726 (S.D. Fla.); Wilson v. Everbank, 

N.A., No. 14-cv-22264 (S.D. Fla.); Montoya v. PNC Bank, N.A., No. 14-cv-20474 (S.D. Fla.); 

Almanzar v. Select Portfolio Servicing, No. 14-cv-22586 (S.D. Fla.); Jackson v. U.S. Bank, N.A., 

No. 14-cv-21252 (S.D. Fla.); Circeo-Loudon v. Green Tree Servicing, LLC, No. 14-cv-21384 

(S.D. Fla.); Beber v. Branch Banking & Trust Co., No. 15-cv-23294 (S.D. Fla.); Ziwczyn v. 

Regions Bank, No. 15-cv-24558 (S.D. Fla.); McNeil v. Loancare, LLC, No. 16-cv-20830 (S.D. 

Fla.); Edwards v. Seterus, Inc., No. 15-cv-23107 (S.D. Fla.) Cooper v. PennyMac Loan 

Servicing, LLC, No. 16-cv-20413 (S.D. Fla.).  In addition, preliminary approval has been granted 

in McNeil v. Selene Finance, LP, No. 16-cv-22930 (S.D. Fla.) and Strickland v. Carrington, et 

al. No. 16-cv-25237 (S.D. Fla.).  

 
2
 Undersigned counsel were also appointed co-lead counsel, and final approval was recently 

granted, in Gallo v. PHH Mortgage, No. 12-cv-01117 in the District of New Jersey.  Counsel 

have also been actively litigating force-placed cases in the District of New Jersey.  In addition to 

this and the three other related cases that are being filed pursuant to the Order in Quarashi v. 

Caliber Home Loans, No. 16-cv-09245 (D.E. 91), undersigned counsel litigated the matter in 

Bowles v. Fay Servicing, No. 16-cv-02714 (D.N.J.) (ultimately settled as part of the Strickland 

matter) and have recently filed a nationwide action against Champion Mortgage and its force-

placed providers. See Leo v. Champion Mortgage, No. 17-cv-05839.  
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settlements in most of those cases certifying nationwide classes and providing more than $5.2 

billion in monetary relief to over 4.7 million homeowners across the country, plus important 

injunctive relief which has helped to put an end to most of the alleged unlawful practices for at 

least five years.  

3. Defendants’ main defense in nearly every one of the cases has been that the filed-

rate doctrine acts as a complete ban to all of plaintiffs’ causes of action.  However, this argument 

has been expressly rejected by the Third Circuit and the district courts in the circuit.
3
  This case 

is brought mainly to recoup monetary damages that was suffered by the customers of SLS, which 

worked exclusively with Assurant’s subsidiary ASIC to impose illegal and undisclosed charges 

on Plaintiff and the proposed class during the relevant time periods.  

PARTIES 

Plaintiff 

4. Plaintiff Mark Smith was charged for force placed insurance by Defendant SLS.  

Mr. Smith is a citizen of the State of New Jersey, residing at 17 North Brown Street, Gloucester 

City, New Jersey.  He is a natural person over the age of 21 and is otherwise sui juris. 

Defendants 

5. Defendant AMERICAN SECURITY INSURANCE COMPANY is a Delaware 

corporation and an indirect subsidiary of Assurant Inc., writing force-placed insurance policies in 

all fifty states and the District of Columbia with its principal address in Atlanta, Georgia.  ASIC 

often operates under the trade name “Assurant Specialty Property.”  ASIC contracts with the 

lenders to act as a force-placed insurance vendor and take over certain mortgage servicing 

                                                 
3
 See e.g., Alston v. Countrywide Financial Corp. (3d Cir. 2009); Burroughs v. PHH Mortg. 

Corp., No. 15-cv-6122 (D.N.J.); Xi Chen Lauren v. PNC Bank, N.A., No. 2:13-CV-762 

(W.D.Pa.); Gallo v. PHH Mortg. Corp., No. 12-cv-01117 (D.N.J.); Weiss v. Bank of Am. Corp., 

No 15-cv-62 (W.D. Pa.); Santos v. Carrington Mortg. Servs., LLC, No. 2:15–cv–864 (D.N.J.); 

DiGiacomo v. Statebridge Co., LLC, No. 14-cv-6694 (D.N.J.).  
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functions.  Its duties include, but are not limited to, tracking loans in its mortgage portfolio, new 

loan boarding, loss draft functions, escrow analysis, handling customer service duties, and 

securing force-placed insurance policies on properties when a borrower’s insurance has lapsed.   

6. Defendant SPECIALIZED LOAN SERVICING LLC is a mortgage servicer and 

collections entity.  SLS is a Delaware Limited Liability Company headquartered in Highlands 

Ranch, Colorado.  SLS conducts business throughout the United States, including in this District.  

Indeed, SLS has filed multiple foreclosure lawsuits against borrowers (many of them sure to be 

putative class members) in state courts within this District. 

BRIEF BACKGROUND ON FORCE-PLACED INSURANCE 

7. SLS has had arrangements with ASIC and its affiliates for many years whereby 

ASIC performs many of SLS’s mortgage-servicing functions and is the exclusive provider of 

force-placed insurance coverage for homeowners with mortgage loans owned or serviced by 

SLS.   

8. In exchange for providing ASIC with the exclusive right to monitor SLS’s 

mortgage loan portfolio and force-place its own insurance coverage, ASIC pays SLS gratuitous 

kickbacks that are mischaracterized to borrowers as legitimate compensation. These kickbacks 

include, but are not limited to, one or more of the following: (1) unearned “commissions” paid to 

an affiliate of SLS for work purportedly performed to procure individual policies; (2) “expense 

reimbursements” allegedly paid to reimburse SLS for expenses it incurred in the placement of 

force-placed insurance coverage on homeowners; (3) payments of illusory reinsurance premiums 

that carry no commensurate transfer of risk; and (4) free or below-cost mortgage-servicing 

functions that ASIC performs for SLS.  These kickbacks effectively constitute a rebate to SLS on 

the cost of the force-placed insurance that is not passed on to the borrowers.   
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9. Despite representations to borrowers that they will only be charged for the cost of 

insurance coverage, and provisions in the mortgage contracts binding it to do so, SLS charges 

borrowers the cost of coverage plus the amount of the kickbacks; it does not, that is, pass these 

rebates on to the borrower.  SLS deducts the initial, pre-rebate amount from borrowers’ escrow 

accounts, and attempts to disguise the kickbacks as legitimate by mischaracterizing them as 

income earned by SLS. 

10. These exclusive and collusive relationships have resulted in extraordinary profits 

totaling millions of dollars for SLS and ASIC.
4
  While many banks and insurance entities have 

ceased these practices as a result of class action lawsuits brought nationwide and various state 

and federal investigations, this class action has been brought to: (1) adequately compensate SLS 

homeowners for their economic losses, and (2) enjoin such practices by these Defendants in the 

future. 

11. Lenders and servicers, like SLS here, force place insurance coverage when a 

borrower fails to obtain or maintain proper hazard, flood, or wind insurance coverage on the 

property that secures his or her loan.  Under the typical mortgage agreement, if the insurance 

policy lapses or provides insufficient coverage, the lender has the right to “force place” new 

coverage on the property to protect its interest and then charge the borrower the cost of coverage.  

SLS’s force-placed insurance scheme takes advantage of the broad discretion afforded the 

lenders and servicers in standard form mortgage agreements. 

12. The money to finance force-placed insurance schemes comes from unsuspecting 

borrowers who are charged more than the cost of coverage for force-placed insurance by lenders 

                                                 
4
 These extraordinary profits are demonstrated by the extremely low loss ratios for the force-

placed insurance product – typically in the range of 20-30%.  Loss ratios on homeowner’s 

voluntary insurance is typically above 50%.  
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or servicers.  Borrowers are required to pay the full amount that the lender or servicer initially 

pays to the insurer – here ASIC and affiliates – despite the fact that a considerable portion of that 

amount is kicked back to the lender or servicer in the manner described above.  SLS gets the 

benefit of an effective rebate from ASIC which it does not pass on to the borrower.  Instead, it 

charges the borrower the full amount, purportedly for the cost of insurance coverage.  Lenders 

and servicers, including SLS, and their exclusive force-placed insurers reap these unconscionable 

profits entirely at the expense of the unsuspecting borrowers. 

13. At a hearing on force-placed insurance held by the National Association of 

Insurance Commissioners (“NAIC”), Birny Birnbaum, the foremost expert on the force-placed 

insurance market, illustrated the staggering growth in profits that FPI schemes have reaped in 

recent years:
5
  

 

14. Assurant, Inc. (“Assurant”) which works through its subsidiaries, like ASIC, is 

                                                 
5 

This graph and the ones that follow were taken from Mr. Birnbaum’s presentation to the NAIC 

on August 9, 2012.  The presentation is available at: 

http://www.naic.org/documents/committees_c_120809_public_shearing_lender_placed_insuranc

e_presentation_birnbaum.pdf. 
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one of the primary insurance companies and controls the majority of the market for force-placed 

insurance. As shown below, Assurant held 58.6% of the nationwide market share for force-

placed insurance in 2011.  Together, Assurant and QBE/Balboa,
6 

 the other major insurer with a 

significant market share at that time, controlled 99.7% of the market in the same year, and held 

no less than 96.1% of the market between 2004 and 2011.  Mortgage lenders and servicers 

sustain the insurers’ monopoly by agreeing to purchase all force-placed insurance from the two 

insurers in exchange for kickbacks and other benefits.
 
 

 

15. It is no surprise that Defendants’ practices have come under increased scrutiny in 

recent years by the government and regulators.  For example:
 
 

 On March 21, 2013, the New York Department of Financial 

Services’ (“NYDFS”), investigation into force-placed insurance practices 

“produced a major settlement with the country’s largest ‘force-placed’ 

insurer, Assurant, Inc. . . . [The settlement] includes restitution for 

homeowners who were harmed, a $14 million penalty paid to the State of 

New York, and industry-leading reforms that will save homeowners, 

taxpayers, and investors millions of dollars going forward through lower 

                                                 
6
 In 2015, QBE sold its force-placed insurance business to National General Holdings Corp. 
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rates.”
7
  Further, under the Consent Order entered, Assurant and its 

subsidiaries (including ASIC and SGIC), are prohibited from paying 

commissions to any servicers or entity affiliated with a servicer on force-

placed insurance policies obtained by the servicer.   See Assurant & 

NYDFS Consent Order, Mar. 21, 2013, at 9. 

 

 At the NYDFS hearings on May 17, 2012 related to the force-

placed insurance market, the Superintendent of Financial Services, 

Benjamin Lawsky, stated that the Department’s initial inquiry uncovered 

“serious concerns and red flags” which included: 1) exponentially higher 

premiums, 2) extraordinarily low loss ratios, 3) lack of competition in the 

market, and 4) tight relationships between the banks, their subsidiaries, 

and insurers.  He went on to state:  

 

In sum when you combine [the] close and intricate web of 

relationships between the banks and insurance companies 

on the one hand, with high premiums, low loss ratios, and 

lack of competition on the other hand, it raises serious 

questions . . . . 

 The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) 

also held hearings on force-placed insurance in August 2012 which 

included a discussion of “reverse competition” in the force-placed 

insurance market.  The NAIC’s website explains:  

 

A key regulatory concern with the growing use of lender-

placed insurance is “reverse competition,” where the lender 

chooses the coverage provider and amounts, yet the consumer 

is obligated to pay the cost of coverage. Reverse competition is 

a market condition that tends to drive up prices to the 

consumers, as the lender is not motivated to select the lowest 

price for coverage since the cost is born by the borrower. 

Normally competitive forces tend to drive down costs for 

consumers. However, in this case, the lender is motivated to 

select coverage from an insurer looking out for the lender’s 

interest rather than the borrower.
8
 

   

 The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s new regulations on 

force-placed insurance became final on January 17, 2013 and prohibit 

                                                 
7 

See Cuomo Administration Settles with Country’s Largest Force-Placed Insurer, Leading 

Nationwide Reform Effort and Saving Homeowners, Taxpayers, and Investors Millions of 

Dollars, Dep’t of Fin. Servs., Mar. 21, 2013, available at, 

http://www.dfs.ny.gov/about/press2013/pr1303211.htm. 

 

8 See http://www.naic.org/cipr_topics/topic_lender_placed_insurance.htm. 
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servicers of federally regulated mortgage loans from force-placing 

insurance unless the servicer has a reasonable basis to the believe the 

borrower’s insurance has lapsed and require the servicer to provide three 

notices of the force-placement in advance of issuing the certificate of 

insurance.
9
  

 

 On December 18, 2013, Fannie Mae issued its Servicing Guide 

Announcement related to force-placed insurance that, among other things, 

prohibits servicers from including any commissions, bonuses, or other 

incentive compensation in the amounts charged to borrowers for force-

placed insurance and further requires that the force-placed insurance 

carrier cannot be an affiliated entity of the servicer.
10

 

 In 2016, Assurant entered into a settlement agreement with state 

regulators in accordance with a multistate market conduct examination.  

Among other things, Assurant and its subsidiaries are required to pay 

approximately $85 million to the participating jurisdictions and modify 

their FPI business practices. 

16. Defendants’ self-dealing and collusion in the force-placed insurance market has 

caused substantial harm to Plaintiff and the proposed classes he seeks to represent.  This class 

action seeks to redress that harm on behalf of Plaintiff and the proposed class members and to 

recover all improper charges they have incurred related to the forced placement of insurance by 

SLS and ASIC. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

17. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to the Class Action Fairness 

Act of 2005 (“CAFA”), Pub. L. No. 109-2, 119 Stat. 4 (codified in various sections of 28 

U.S.C.).   

18.  Plaintiff is a citizen of the State of New Jersey with property in New Jersey.  

Defendants are citizens of various states but are registered to do business in the aforementioned 

                                                 

9 See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Proposes Rules to Protect Mortgage Borrowers” 

available at http://www.consumerfinance.gov/pressreleases/consumer-financial-protection-

bureau-proposes-rules-to-protect-mortgage-borrowers/ 
 

10 See https://www.fanniemae.com/content/announcement/svc1327.pdf 
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states.  The amount in controversy exceeds $5,000,000 and there are at least one hundred 

members of the putative class. 

19. This Court has jurisdiction over Defendants because they are foreign corporations 

authorized to conduct business in New Jersey, are doing business in New Jersey, and have 

registered with the State of New Jersey, or do sufficient business in New Jersey, have sufficient 

minimum contacts with New Jersey, or otherwise intentionally avail themselves of the New 

Jersey consumer market through the promotion, marketing, sale, and service of mortgages or 

other lending services and insurance policies in New Jersey.  This purposeful availment renders 

the exercise of jurisdiction by this Court over Defendants and their affiliated or related entities 

permissible under traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. 

20.  In addition, this Court has subject-matter jurisdiction under CAFA because the 

amount in controversy exceeds $5 million and diversity exists between Plaintiff and the 

Defendants.  28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2).  Further, in determining whether the $5 million amount in 

controversy requirement of 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2) is met, the claims of the putative class 

members are aggregated.  28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(6). 

21.  Venue is proper in this forum pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 Defendants transact 

business and may be found in this District.  Venue is also proper here because at all times 

relevant hereto, Plaintiff Smith resided in the District of New Jersey and a substantial portion of 

the practices complained of herein occurred in the District of New Jersey.  

22.  All conditions precedent to this action have occurred, been performed, or have 

been waived.  

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

23. Permitting a lender to forcibly place insurance on a mortgaged property and 
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charge the borrower for the cost of the coverage is neither a new concept nor a term undisclosed 

to borrowers in mortgage agreements.  The standard form mortgage agreements owned or 

serviced by SLS include a provision requiring the borrower to maintain hazard insurance 

coverage, flood insurance coverage if the property is located in a Special Flood Hazard Area as 

determined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and wind insurance coverage on the 

property securing the loan, and in the event the insurance lapses, permit SLS to obtain force-

placed coverage and charge the borrower for the cost rather than declare the borrow in default.   

24.  What is unknown to borrowers and not disclosed in the mortgage agreements is 

that SLS has an exclusive arrangement with ASIC and its affiliates to manipulate the force-

placed insurance market and charge borrowers more for FPI than permitted by the mortgage 

contract.  SLS pays ASIC premiums for master group policies which cover SLS’s entire portfolio 

of mortgage loans, and ASIC then kicks back a fixed percentage of the premium amount to SLS, 

providing it a rebate on the cost of coverage.  The kickbacks—which are entirely gratuitous and 

unearned—are disguised as “commissions,” “qualified expense reimbursements,” or ceded 

reinsurance premiums, and other unmerited charges.  SLS then charges borrowers the full, pre-

rebate amounts, despite covenants in its mortgage agreements and representations in notices 

mailed to borrowers that they will be charged only the “cost of insurance coverage” for force-

placed insurance.     

The Force-Placed Insurance Schemes 

25. ASIC has entered into exclusive arrangements with SLS to provide various 

mortgage servicing functions at below cost; mortgage servicing functions that are properly SLS’s 

responsibilities and that SLS is paid to perform by the owners of loans.  ASIC also contracts to 

monitor SLS’s mortgage loan portfolio and force-place insurance when an individual borrower’s 
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voluntary policy lapses, both obligations properly borne by SLS.  In addition to the subsidized 

mortgage services SLS receives from ASIC, a percentage of borrowers’ force-placed insurance 

charges are “kicked back” and paid directly to SLS.    

26.  The scheme works as follows.  SLS contracts for ASIC to take over various 

mortgage servicing functions and for a master insurance policy that covers its entire portfolio of 

mortgage loans.  In exchange, ASIC and its affiliates are given the exclusive right to be the sole 

force-placed insurance provider on property securing a loan within the portfolio when the 

borrower’s insurance lapses or SLS determines the borrower’s existing insurance is inadequate.   

27. ASIC and its affiliates monitor SLS’s loan portfolio for lapses in borrowers’ 

insurance coverage.  Once a lapse is identified, an automated cycle of notices, purporting to 

come from SLS but actually generated by ASIC, is sent to the borrowers to inform them that 

insurance will be purchased and force-placed if the voluntary coverage is not continued.  In 

reality, however, the master policy is already in place and SLS does not purchase a new policy 

on the individual borrower’s behalf, rather, a certificate of insurance from the master policy is 

automatically issued by ASIC.  If a lapse continues, the borrower is notified that insurance is 

being force-placed at his or her expense. 

28. No individualized underwriting ever takes place for the force-placed coverage.  

Insurance is automatically placed on the property and the inflated amounts, including the 

unlawful kickbacks, are charged to the borrower.  In many instances, the insurance lapse is not 

discovered for months or even years after the fact.  Despite the absence of any claim or damage 

to the property during the period of lapse, coverage is placed on the property and the borrower is 

charged for the “cost” of the retroactive coverage.   

29. SLS then pays ASIC for the certificate of insurance, which issues from the 
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already-existing master policy.  SLS’s obligation to pay ASIC for the force-placed insurance 

arises from the agreements between SLS and ASIC, which govern the mortgage servicing 

functions that ASIC performs as well as the procurement of the master policy, and are executed 

and already in place before the borrower’s coverage lapses.   

30. Once coverage is issued and SLS has paid ASIC the full amount invoiced, ASIC 

kicks back a set percentage of that amount to SLS without SLS performing any functions related 

to the placement of coverage or servicing of the borrower’s loan.  The kickbacks paid to SLS or 

its affiliates are disguised as “commissions,” “reinsurance payments,” or “expense 

reimbursements.”  Upon information and belief, any SLS affiliate that receives the kickback 

passes along that payment to SLS sometimes in the form of “soft dollar” or other similar credits.    

31. The payment is not compensation for work performed; it is an effective rebate on 

the premium amount, reducing the cost of coverage that SLS pays to ASIC.  The “commissions” 

or “expense reimbursements” are not legitimate reimbursements for actual costs, nor are they 

payments that have been earned for any work done by SLS or its affiliates related to the placement 

of the insurance; they are unlawful kickbacks to SLS for the exclusive arrangements to force-place 

insurance. 

32. The money paid back to SLS and its affiliates is not given in exchange for any 

services provided by them; it is simply grease paid to keep the force-placed machine moving.  In 

an attempt to mask the kickbacks as legitimate, ASIC, in letters purporting to come from SLS, 

will often disclose to the borrower that SLS or its affiliates may earn commissions or 

compensation as a result of the forced placement of new coverage.  In reality, however, no work 

is ever done by SLS or its affiliates to procure insurance for that particular borrower because the 

coverage comes through the master policy already in place – and the process is largely 
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automated by ASIC.  As a result, no commission or compensation is “earned” and, in addition, 

neither SLS nor its affiliates incur any costs in relation to force-placing insurance on any 

particular borrower and therefore no “expense reimbursement” is due.  

33. Once the certificate of insurance is issued on an individual borrower, SLS then 

charges that borrower the full, “pre-rebate” amount for the coverage while purporting to charge 

the borrower the cost of the insurance coverage in keeping with the borrower’s mortgage 

agreement.  The inflated amount is either deducted from the borrower’s mortgage escrow 

account or added to the balance of the borrower’s loan.
11

  The borrower’s escrow account is 

depleted irrespective of whether other escrow charges, such as property taxes, are also due and 

owing.  

34. Under this highly profitable force-placed insurance scheme, SLS is incentivized 

to purchase and force-place insurance coverage with artificially inflated premiums on a 

borrower’s property because the higher the cost of the insurance policy, the higher the kickback.  

And, as a result of the kickbacks, SLS effectively pays a reduced amount for force-placed 

insurance coverage but does not to pass these savings on to its borrowers. 

35. ASIC and SLS also enter into agreements for ASIC to provide mortgage servicing 

activities on SLS’s loan portfolio at below cost.  These activities include, but are not limited to, 

services such as new loan boarding, escrow administration, and loss draft functions – many of 

which have little or nothing to do with force-placed insurance.  ASIC offers to take on these 

mortgage servicing functions – which are SLS’s responsibilities pursuant to its agreements with 

the owners of the loans – at a discount to maintain its exclusive right to force-place insurance on 

SLS borrowers.  Indeed, ASIC does not perform these services for SLS without also being the 

                                                 
11 

On some occasions, when a borrower does not have an escrow account, an escrow account 

with a negative balance is created and the borrower is charged to bring the balance to zero.  
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exclusive provider of force-placed insurance.  

36. The full cost of the servicing activities is added into the force-placed amounts 

which are then passed on to the borrower.  ASIC and its affiliates are able to provide these 

services at below cost because of the enormous profits they make from the hyper-inflated 

amounts charged for force-placed insurance.  However, because insurance-lapsed mortgaged 

property typically comprises only 1-2% of the lenders’ total mortgage portfolio, the borrowers 

who pay the charges from the lenders unfairly bear the entire cost to service the entire loan 

portfolio – despite many of the services having nothing to do with force-placed insurance.  These 

charges, passed on to Plaintiff and the proposed Class members, are not properly chargeable to 

the borrower because they are expenses associated with the servicing of all the loans and SLS is 

already compensated for these activities by the owners of the loans (e.g., Fannie Mae).   

37. The small percentage of borrowers who are charged for force-placed insurance 

shoulder the costs of monitoring SLS’s loan portfolio, effectively resulting in a kickback.  

38.  In addition, upon information and belief, ASIC enters into essentially riskless 

“captive reinsurance arrangements” with affiliates of SLS to “reinsure” the property insurance 

force-placed on borrowers.  A 2012 American Banker article illustrated this reinsurance problem 

using JPMorgan Chase’s program by way of example:  

JPMorgan and other mortgage servicers reinsure the property insurance 

they buy on behalf of mortgage borrowers who have stopped paying for 

their own coverage. In JPMorgan’s case, 75% of the total force-placed 

premiums cycle back to the bank through a reinsurance affiliate. This has 

raised further questions about the force-placed market’s arrangements. . . . 

 

Over the last five years, Chase has received $660 million in reinsurance 

payments and commissions on force-placed policies, according to New 

York’s DFS. . . . 

 

Of every hundred dollars in premiums that JPMorgan Chase borrowers 

pay to Assurant, the bank ends up keeping $58 in profit, DFS staff 
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asserted. The agency suggested the bank’s stake in force-placed insurance 

may encourage it to accept unjustifiably high prices by Assurant and to 

avoid filing claims on behalf of borrowers, since that would lower its 

reinsurer’s returns.  

 

The DFS staff also questioned the lack of competition in the industry, 

noting that Assurant and QBE have undertaken acquisitions that give them 

long-term control of 90% of the market.  Further limiting competition are 

the companies’ tendency to file identical rates in many states, Lawsky and 

his staff argue. 

 

J. Horwitz, Chase Reinsurance Deals Draw New York Regulator’s Attacks, AM. BANKER, May 

18, 2012, available at http://www.americanbanker.com/issues/177_97/chase-reinsurance-deals-

regulator-attack-1049460-1.html.   

39. SLS’s reinsurance programs are simply a way to funnel profits, in the form of 

ceded premiums, to SLS at borrowers’ expense.  While reinsurance can, and often does, serve a 

legitimate purpose, here it does not.  On information and belief, SLS or its affiliates enter into 

reinsurance agreements with ASIC that provide that ASIC will return to SLS significant 

percentages of the force-placed insurance charges by way of ceded reinsurance premiums to 

SLS’s affiliates or subsidiaries – which in turn pass on these profits to SLS.  The ceded 

premiums are nothing more than a kickback to SLS and a method for SLS to profit from the 

forced placement of new coverage.  Indeed, while SLS or its affiliates purportedly provided 

reinsurance, they did not assume any real risk.  

40. The amounts charged borrowers are also inflated by the interest that accrues on 

the amounts owed for force-placed coverage; when SLS adds charges for force-placed insurance 

to a homeowners’ mortgage loan balances, it increases the interest paid over the life of the loan 

by the homeowners to SLS.   

41. The actions and practices described above are unconscionable and undertaken in 

bad faith with the sole objective to maximize profits.  Borrowers who for whatever reason have 
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stopped paying for insurance or are under-insured on mortgaged property are charged more than 

SLS’s cost of coverage force-placed insurance.  These charges cover undisclosed kickbacks to 

SLS or its affiliates (who, as described above, perform little to no functions related to the force-

placement of the individual policies), as well as the cost of captive reinsurance arrangements, 

and discounted mortgage servicing functions.   

42. Borrowers have no say in the selection of the force-placed insurance carrier or the 

terms of the force-placed insurance policies.  Force-placed policies are commercial insurance 

policies with premiums intended for all lender or servicer clients of ASIC and are meant to 

protect their interest in the property.
12 

 The terms are determined by the lender or servicer and the 

insurers.   

43. Plaintiff here does not challenge SLS’s right to force place insurance in the first 

instance.  Plaintiff challenges Defendants’ manipulation of the force-placed insurance market 

with an eye toward charging borrowers more for force-placed insurance than is authorized by 

their mortgage contracts, using unlawful kickback arrangements to cast the illegitimate excess 

charges as costs related to procuring coverage.  Lenders or servicers, like SLS, are financially 

motivated to select the insurer, like ASIC, that offers them the best financial benefit in the terms 

of “commissions,” “expense reimbursements,” discounted mortgage servicing functions, or 

ceded reinsurance premiums.   

44. This action is brought to put an end to Defendants’ exclusive, collusive, and 

uncompetitive arrangements.  Plaintiff seeks to recover the improper charges passed on to it and 

other borrowers nationwide through his claims for breach of contract, breach of the implied 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, unjust enrichment, tortious interference with a contract 

                                                 
12 Indeed, ASIC’s master insurance policy is entitled “Mortgagee Interest Protection.”  
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or advantageous business relationship, and violations of the federal Truth in Lending Act 

(“TILA”), and Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”), and New Jersey’s 

consumer protection statute.   

Plaintiff Mark Smith 

45. Plaintiff Mark Smith took a mortgage loan from Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. 

on a property in Gloucester City, New Jersey on February 28, 2007.  Shortly after Mr. Smith 

purchased his home, all loan-servicing obligations and liabilities relating to the forced placement 

of insurance were assigned to SLS. 

46. Mr. Smith’s mortgage contract included the following provisions regarding force-

placed insurance:  

5. Property Insurance. Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing 

or hereafter erected on the Property insured against loss by fire, hazards included 

within the term “extended coverage,” and any other hazards including, but not 

limited to, earthquakes and floods, for which Lender requires insurance. This 

insurance shall be maintained in the amounts (including deductible levels) and for 

the periods that Lender requires. What Lender requires pursuant to the preceding 

sentences can change during the term of the Loan. The insurance carrier providing 

the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lender's right to disapprove 

Borrower's choice, which right shall not be exercised unreasonably. Lender may 

require Borrower to pay, in connection with this Loan, either: (a) a one-time 

charge for flood zone determination, certification and tracking services; or (b) a 

one-time charge for flood zone determination and certification services and 

subsequent charges each time remappings or similar changes occur which 

reasonably might affect such determination or certification.  Borrower shall also 

be responsible for the payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency in connection with the review of any flood zone 

determination resulting from an objection by Borrower. 

 

If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above, Lender may 

obtain insurance coverage, at Lender's option and Borrower's expense. Lender is 

under no obligation to purchase any particular type or amount of coverage. 

Therefore, such coverage shall cover Lender, but might or might not protect 

Borrower, Borrower's equity in the Property, or the contents of the Property, 

against any risk, hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage 

than was previously in effect. Borrower acknowledges that the cost of the 

insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of insurance 
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that Borrower could have obtained. Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this 

Section 5 shall become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security 

Instrument. These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of 

disbursement and shall be payable, with such interest, upon notice from Lender to 

Borrower requesting payment. 

…. 

 

9. Protection of Lender's Interest in the Property and Rights Under this 

Security Instrument. If (a) Borrower fails to perform the covenants and 

agreements contained in this Security Instrument, (b) there is a legal proceeding 

that might significantly affect Lender's interest in the Property and/or rights under 

this Security Instrument (such as a proceeding in bankruptcy, probate, for 

condemnation or forfeiture, for enforcement of a lien which may attain priority 

over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or regulations), or (c) Borrower 

has abandoned the Property, then Lender may do and pay for whatever is 

reasonable or appropriate to protect Lender's interest in the Property and rights 

under this Security Instrument, including protecting and/or assessing the value of 

the Property, and securing and/or repairing the Property. 

 

Mr. Smith’s mortgage contract is attached as Exhibit A. 

 

47. During the course of his ownership of the property, Plaintiff Smith’s voluntary 

hazard insurance policy lapsed.  Plaintiff Smith received a letter on SLS letterhead advising him 

of the lapse on January 5, 2015.  The letter advised that Plaintiff Smith’s hazard insurance had 

expired, and that if he did not provide proof of voluntary insurance, SLS intended to purchase 

new insurance for his property.  The letter also advised Plaintiff, inter alia, that the new 

insurance would be purchased “primarily for the benefit of SLS,” and that his “monthly 

mortgage payments w[ould] be increased to include the cost of th[e] policy.”   

48. The letter also represented to Plaintiff Smith that the higher cost of the force-

placed insurance policy was “because the insurance we purchase is issued automatically without 

evaluating the risk of insuring your property,” when in fact the higher cost of the force-placed 

coverage was due to the scheme that Defendants have enacted whereby SLS receives a kickback 

on the cost of the force-placed insurance policy but charges Plaintiff Smith and other putative 

Class members the inflated amount. 
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49. Plaintiff Smith received a second letter on April 20, 2015 advising that new 

coverage had been purchased for his property at an estimated annual premium of $2,948.30, the 

cost of which would be added to the balance of his mortgage loan.  The letter again advised 

Plaintiff Smith that his “monthly mortgage payments w[ould] be increased to include the cost of 

th[e] policy,” the coverage had been purchased primarily for SLS’s benefit, and the higher cost 

of the coverage resulted from its automatic issuance without any accompanying evaluation of 

risk. 

50. Plaintiff Smith received a third letter from SLS on June 20, 2016 advising that 

new coverage had been forced on his property at an annual premium of $2920.30, and included 

the same additional representations as the first and second letter. 

51. Plaintiff Smith was charged for and still owes amounts for force-placed coverage 

in connection with these force-placed insurance policies.   

52. At no time did any Defendants disclose, by any means, to Plaintiff Smith that an 

exclusive relationship between SLS and ASIC was already in place.  Nor was there any 

disclosure of the financial arrangement between the Defendants to keep the exclusive force-

placed relationship in place. 

53. Nor was it disclosed to Plaintiff Smith or the putative Class members that because 

of this kickback, SLS itself would effectively be paying less than what it would charge to 

Plaintiff Smith for the force-placed insurance coverage.   

54. Finally, it was never disclosed to Plaintiff Smith or the Class members that the 

amounts charged to them covered other illegitimate kickbacks and below cost mortgage-

servicing functions not properly charged to them.  The amounts kicked back to SLS were not 

reduced from the amount charged resulting in Plaintiff Smith paying more than the “cost” of the 
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insurance. 

55. All putative Class members received materially similar letters pursuant to the 

automated procedures used by Defendants.  

56. There are no material differences between these Defendants’ actions and practices 

directed to Plaintiff Smith and their actions and practices directed to the putative Classes. 

CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

 A.  Class Definitions 

57. Plaintiff brings this action against Defendants pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf of himself and all other persons similarly situated.  Plaintiff 

seeks to represent the following classes: 

1. SLS Nationwide Class: 

 

All borrowers who, within the applicable statutes of limitation, were 

charged for a force-placed insurance policy through SLS or its affiliates, 

entities, or subsidiaries.  Excluded from this class are Defendants, their 

affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, board members, directors, officers, and/or 

employees. 

 

a. New Jersey Subclass: 

 

All New Jersey borrowers who, within the applicable statutes of 

limitation, were charged for a force-placed insurance policy through 

SLS or its affiliates, entities, or subsidiaries.  Excluded from this class 

are Defendants, their affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, board members, 

directors, officers, and/or employees. 

 

58. Plaintiff reserves the right to modify or amend the definitions of the proposed 

classes before the Court determines whether certification is appropriate.  

59. Defendants subjected Plaintiff and the respective Class members to the same 

unfair, unlawful, and deceptive practices and harmed them in the same manner.   

 B.  Numerosity 
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60. The proposed classes are so numerous that joinder of all members would be 

impracticable.  Defendants sell and service millions of mortgage loans and insurance policies in 

New Jersey, as well as nationwide.  The individual Class members are ascertainable, as the 

names and addresses of all Class members can be identified in the business records maintained 

by Defendants.  The precise number of Class members for the classes numbers at least in the 

thousands and can only be obtained through discovery, but the numbers are clearly more than 

can be consolidated in one complaint such that it would be impractical for each member to bring 

suit individually.  Plaintiff does not anticipate any difficulties in the management of the action as 

a class action. 

C.  Commonality 

61. There are questions of law and fact that are common to Plaintiff’s and Class 

members’ claims.  These common questions predominate over any questions that go particularly 

to any individual member of the Classes.  Among such common questions of law and fact are the 

following: 

a. Whether SLS charged borrowers for unnecessary insurance coverage including, but 

not limited to, insurance coverage that exceeded the amount required by law or the 

borrowers’ mortgages;  

 

b. Whether SLS has breached its mortgage contracts with Plaintiff and the Class 

members by charging them for force-placed insurance that included illegal kickbacks 

(including unwarranted commissions or qualified expense reimbursements, and 

reinsurance payments) and by charging Plaintiff and the Class members for servicing 

their loans; 

 

c. Whether SLS been unjustly enriched at the expense of Plaintiff and the Class 

members; 

 

d. Whether SLS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by 

entering into exclusive arrangements with ASIC and/or its affiliates, which resulted in 

amounts above the cost of coverage for force-placed insurance being charged to 

Plaintiff and the Class members as kickbacks; 
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e. Whether Defendants manipulated forced-placed insurance purchases in order to 

maximize their profits to the detriment of Plaintiff and the Class members;  

 

f. Whether SLS, or its affiliates perform any work or services in exchange for the 

“commissions” or other “compensation” they collect; 

 

g. Whether “qualified expense reimbursements” received by SLS are for true expenses 

or are just kickbacks pursuant to its exclusive relationship with ASIC; 

 

h. Whether SLS charges Plaintiff and the Class members amounts beyond the cost of 

coverage and take kickbacks from ASIC that are disguised as “commissions” and 

“qualified expense reimbursements,” among other things; 

 

i. Whether SLS violated the federal Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”) by conditioning its 

extensions of credit on the purchase of insurance through an affiliate, in direct 

contravention of the anti-coercion disclosures included in borrowers’ mortgages; 

 

j. Whether SLS violated TILA by failing to disclose kickbacks charged to Plaintiff and 

the Class members in their mortgages; 

 

k. Whether ASIC intentionally and unjustifiably interfered with Plaintiff’s and the Class 

members’ rights under the mortgage contracts by paying kickbacks and providing 

free or below-cost mortgage servicing functions to SLS or its affiliates thereby 

inducing a breach of the contract;  

 

l. Whether Defendants were associated with the enterprise and agreed and conspired to 

violate the federal RICO statutes; and  

 

m. Whether Plaintiff and the Class members are entitled to damages and/or injunctive 

relief as a result of Defendants’ conduct. 

 

D.  Typicality 

 

62. Plaintiff is a member of the Classes he seeks to represent.  Plaintiff’s claims are 

typical of the Class members’ claims because of the similarity, uniformity, and common purpose 

of the Defendants’ unlawful conduct.  Each Class member has sustained, and will continue to 

sustain, damages in the same manner as Plaintiff as a result of Defendants’ wrongful conduct. 

E.  Adequacy of Representation 

63. Plaintiff is an adequate representative of the classes he seeks to represent and will 

fairly and adequately protect the interests of those classes.  Plaintiff is committed to the vigorous 
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prosecution of this action and has retained competent counsel, experienced in litigation of this 

nature, to represent him and the Class members.  There is no hostility between Plaintiff and the 

unnamed Class members.  Plaintiff anticipates no difficulty in the management of this litigation 

as a class action.  

64. To prosecute this case, Plaintiff has chosen the undersigned law firms, which are 

very experienced in class action litigation and have the financial and legal resources to meet the 

substantial costs and legal issues associated with this type of litigation. 

F.  Requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) 

65. The questions of law or fact common to Plaintiff’s and each Class member’s 

claims predominate over any questions of law or fact affecting only individual members of the 

class.  All claims by Plaintiff and the unnamed Class members are based on Defendants’ scheme 

regarding the force-placed insurance policies and their deceptive and egregious actions involved 

in securing the force-placed policy. 

66. Common issues predominate where, as here, liability can be determined on a 

class-wide basis, even when there will be some individualized damages determinations. 

67. As a result, when determining whether common questions predominate, courts 

focus on the liability issue, and if the liability issue is common to the class as is the case at bar, 

common questions will be held to predominate over individual questions. 

G.  Superiority 

68. A class action is superior to individual actions in part because of the non-

exhaustive factors listed below: 

 (a)  Joinder of all class members would create extreme hardship and 

inconvenience for the affected customers as they reside all across the 

states; 
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 (b)  Individual claims by class members are impractical because the costs to 

pursue individual claims exceed the value of what any one class member 

has at stake.  As a result, individual class members have no interest in 

prosecuting and controlling separate actions; 

 

 (c)  There are no known individual class members who are interested in 

individually controlling the prosecution of separate actions; 

 

 (d)  The interests of justice will be well served by resolving the common 

disputes of potential class members in one forum;  

 

 (e)  Individual suits would not be cost effective or economically maintainable 

as individual actions; and 

 

   (f)  The action is manageable as a class action. 

H.  Requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(1) & (2) 

 

69. Prosecuting separate actions by or against individual Class members would create 

a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual class members that 

would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the party opposing the Class.  

70. Defendants have acted or failed to act in a manner generally applicable to the 

Class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with 

respect to the Class as a whole. 

COUNT I 

BREACH OF CONTRACT  

(against SLS) 

 

71. Plaintiff Smith re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-70, above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

72. Plaintiff Smith and all similarly situated Class members have mortgages that are 

owned and/or serviced by SLS. 

73. Plaintiff Smith and these Class members’ mortgages are written on uniform 

mortgage forms and contain substantially similar provisions regarding force-placed insurance 
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requirements and its placement by SLS.  The force-placed provisions from Plaintiff Smith’s 

mortgage are set forth above in paragraph 46. 

74. Plaintiff Smith’s mortgage requires that he maintain insurance on his property and 

provides that if he fails to do so, then the lender may obtain insurance coverage to protect its 

interest in the property, “force place” the coverage, and charge the borrower the cost. 

75. SLS charges borrowers amounts for force-placed insurance that include unmerited 

“qualified expense reimbursements” or “commissions,” reinsurance payments, discounted 

mortgage servicing functions, and other impermissible costs.  These costs are not costs of 

coverage, and are not applied to protecting SLS’s rights or risk in the collateral for borrowers’ 

mortgage loans.  SLS breached the mortgage agreements by, among other things, charging 

Plaintiff Smith and Class members these amounts beyond the actual cost of coverage. 

76. SLS has also breached Plaintiff Smith’s and the Class members’ mortgage 

agreements by charging Plaintiff Smith and the Class members for excess and unnecessary force-

placed insurance coverage, as such coverage does not protect SLS’s rights in their collateral or 

cover its risk.  

77. Plaintiff Smith and the Class members have suffered damages as a result of SLS’s 

breaches of their contracts. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and all similarly situated class 

members, seeks compensatory damages resulting from SLS’s breaches of contract, as well as 

injunctive relief preventing SLS from continuing to violate the terms of his and the Class 

members’ mortgages.  Plaintiff Smith further seeks all relief deemed appropriate by this Court, 

including pre- and post-judgment interest, attorneys’ fees and costs.  

COUNT II 
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BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 

 (against SLS) 

 

78. Plaintiff Smith re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-70, above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

79. A covenant of good faith and fair dealing is implied in every contract and imposes 

upon each party a duty of good faith and fair dealing in its performance.  Common law calls for 

substantial compliance with the spirit, not just the letter, of a contract in its performance.   

80. Where an agreement affords one party the power to make a discretionary decision 

without defined standards, the duty to act in good faith limits that party’s ability to act 

capriciously to contravene the reasonable contractual expectations of the other party.   

81. Plaintiff Smith’s and the Class members’ mortgage contracts allow SLS to force 

place insurance coverage on the borrower in the event of a lapse in coverage, but do not define 

standards for selecting an insurer or procuring an insurance policy.  

82. SLS is afforded substantial discretion in force-placing insurance coverage.  It is 

permitted to unilaterally choose the company from which it purchases force-placed insurance and 

negotiate any price for the coverage it procures.  SLS has an obligation to exercise the discretion 

afforded it in good faith, and not capriciously or in bad faith.  Plaintiff Smith does not seek to 

vary the express terms of the mortgage contract, but only to insure that SLS exercises its 

discretion in good faith. 

83. SLS breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by, among other 

things:  

(a)  Manipulating the force-placed insurance market by selecting insurers 

(here, ASIC and its affiliates) that will participate in its kickback scheme, 

and by failing to seek competitive bids on the open market and instead 

contracting to create “back room” deals whereby an exclusive 

arrangement is in place for ASIC to issue its own insurance coverage 
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without SLS seeking a competitive price;  

 

(b)   Exercising its discretion to choose a force-placed coverage in bad faith 

and in contravention of the parties’ reasonable expectations, by 

purposefully selecting coverage from insurers that will participate in a 

scheme to charge borrowers amounts beyond the cost of coverage; 

 

(c)   Assessing inflated and unnecessary insurance charges against Plaintiff and 

the Class and misrepresenting the reason for the cost of the policies;  

 

(d)   Collecting a percentage of the amounts charged to borrowers and not 

passing that percentage on to the borrower;  

 

(e)   Charging Plaintiff and the Class the cost of having the vendor perform its 

obligation of servicing its mortgage portfolio, which is not properly 

chargeable to Plaintiff or the Class;  

 

(f)   Charging Plaintiff and the Class for expense reimbursements or 

commissions when the insurance is prearranged, no work is done by SLS 

or its affiliates, no expenses related to the placement of the force-placed 

insurance are incurred, and no commission is due; and 

 

(h)   Charging Plaintiff and the Class illegitimate amounts for force-placed 

insurance due to the captive reinsurance arrangement. 

 

84. As a direct, proximate, and legal result of the aforementioned breaches of the 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, Plaintiff Smith and the Class have suffered damages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and similarly situated Class 

members, seeks a judicial declaration that the amounts charged and the terms of the force-placed 

insurance policies violate the duties of good faith and fair dealing.  Plaintiff Smith also seeks 

damages resulting from SLS’s breaches of its duties.  Plaintiff Smith further seeks all relief 

deemed appropriate by this Court, including pre- and post-judgment interest, attorneys’ fees and 

costs.  

COUNT III 

UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
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(against SLS)
13

 

85. Plaintiff Smith re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-70, above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

86. SLS received from Plaintiff Smith and Class members, benefits in the form of 

unwarranted kickbacks, including “expense reimbursements” or “commissions,” captive 

reinsurance arrangements, and subsidized loan servicing costs.   

87. SLS entered into an agreement whereby the insurance vendor – here, ASIC and its 

affiliates – would provide below cost mortgage servicing activities and cover SLS’s entire 

portfolio of loans with a master policy and issue certificates of insurance when a borrower’s 

voluntary policy lapsed.  SLS would then charge Plaintiff Smith and the Class amounts for the 

force-placed insurance that had been artificially inflated to include the kickbacks described 

above and then retain the amounts of those kickbacks for itself.  The force-placed policies 

imposed on borrowers therefore cost less than what SLS actually paid for them.     

88. ASIC paid significant monies in kickbacks, commissions, reimbursements, and 

reinsurance tied to the cost of the force-placed insurance premium (as a percentage).  The 

payments reduced the amount that SLS actually paid for the force-placed policies, however, the 

amount charged to Plaintiff and Class members was not reduced by that amount resulting in an 

improper benefit to SLS at the borrowers’ expense..  ASIC and its affiliates acted as mere 

conduits for the delivery of the kickbacks and improper charges to SLS or its affiliates.    

89. These payments directly benefitted SLS and/or its affiliates and were taken to the 

detriment of the borrower.  The kickbacks (in the form reimbursements, commissions, or 

reinsurance arrangements, as well as subsidized costs) were subsumed into the charges to 

                                                 
13 Plaintiff Smith pleads his unjust enrichment claim against SLS in the alternative to his 

contractual claims against it. 
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borrowers for the force-placed insurance and ultimately paid by them.  Therefore, SLS had the 

incentive to charge and collect unreasonably inflated prices for the force-placed policies.  

90. Further, SLS was unjustly enriched through financial benefits in the form of 

increased interest income and other fees that resulted when the amounts for the force-placed 

insurance policies were added to the Class members’ mortgage loans.  

91.  As a result, Plaintiff Smith and the Class members have conferred a benefit on 

SLS. 

92. SLS had knowledge of this benefit and voluntarily accepted and retained the 

benefit conferred on it.   

93. Had Plaintiff Smith known that he had been charged amounts in excess of SLS’s 

cost of coverage, he would have expected remuneration from SLS at the time the benefit was 

conferred. 

94.  SLS will be unjustly enriched if it is allowed to retain the aforementioned 

benefits, and each Class member is entitled to recover the amount by which SLS was unjustly 

enriched at his or her expense. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and all similarly situated Class 

members, demands an award against SLS in the amounts by which it has been unjustly enriched 

at Plaintiff Smith’s and the Class Members’ expense, and such other relief as this Court deems 

just and proper. 

COUNT IV 

 

TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH A BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP 

(against ASIC) 

 

95. Plaintiff Smith re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-70, above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 
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96. Plaintiff Smith and the Class members have advantageous business and 

contractual relationships with SLS pursuant to the mortgage contracts.  Plaintiff Smith and the 

Class members have legal rights under these mortgage contracts.  For example, Plaintiff Smith 

and the Class members have a right not to be charged exorbitant charges in bad faith for forced-

place insurance.   

97. ASIC has knowledge of the mortgage contracts and the advantageous business 

and contractual relationships between Plaintiff Smith and the Class members and SLS.  ASIC is 

not a party to the mortgage contracts, nor is it a third-party beneficiary of the mortgage contracts.  

Further, ASIC does not have any beneficial or economic interest in the mortgage contracts.  

98. ASIC, in bad faith and with the intent to maximize the Defendants’ profits, 

intentionally and unjustifiably interfered with Plaintiff Smith’s and the Class’s rights under the 

mortgage contracts, as described above, by, inter alia, entering into an exclusive relationship 

with SLS and its affiliates, whereby it provides kickbacks (in the form of unmerited expense 

reimbursements or commissions, or reinsurance premiums without the corresponding risk, as 

well as below cost mortgage servicing) to SLS in exchange for the exclusive right to force-place 

insurance on borrowers’ properties. 

99. Plaintiff Smith and the Class members have been damaged as a result of ASIC’s 

interference with their mortgage contracts by being charged unauthorized and illegitimate 

amounts for force-placed insurance in contravention of their rights under the mortgages. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and all Class members similarly 

situated, seeks a judgment in his favor against ASIC for the actual damages suffered by him as a 

result of ASIC’s tortious interference, as well as punitive damages, as appropriate.  Plaintiff 

Smith also seeks all costs of litigating this action, including attorneys’ fees. 
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COUNT V 

VIOLATION OF THE NEW JERSEY CONSUMER FRAUD ACT  

(against SLS on behalf of New Jersey Subclass) 

100. Plaintiff Smith re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-70, above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

101. The New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, et seq., prohibits the “use 

or employment by any person of any unconscionable commercial practice, deception, fraud, false 

pretense, false promise and misrepresentation . . . in connection with the sale or advertisement of 

any merchandise or real estate, or with the subsequent performance of such person as aforesaid, 

whether or not any person has in fact been misled, deceived or damaged thereby.” N.J.S.A 56:8-

2. 

102. SLS has engaged in, and continues to engage in, unconscionable commercial 

practices, deceptive acts, and misrepresentations in the conduct of its trade and/or commerce in 

the State of New Jersey.  SLS has an exclusive relationship with its vendor and preferred 

insurance carrier, whereby it would pay for high-priced force-placed insurance, charge that 

amount to Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass, and then receive compensation through either 

kickback or captive reinsurance arrangements based on a percentage of the insurance policy’s 

premium. 

103. Defendants made numerous misrepresentations and deceptive statements in 

carrying out their scheme to defraud Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass.  ASIC, with 

the approval of SLS, sent form letters to Plaintiff Smith on SLS letterhead, stating that SLS 

would purchase or renew force-placed coverage if voluntary insurance was not secured by a 

certain date.   SLS and ASIC represented in the letters that the costs of the insurance would 

likely be much higher than the cost of coverage the borrower could obtain on their own “because 
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the insurance we purchase is issued automatically without evaluating the risk of insuring your 

property.”   

104. In making this statement, SLS and ASIC deceived and misrepresented to Plaintiff 

and the New Jersey Subclass that the amounts these Defendants charged to Plaintiff Smith and 

Class members represented the “cost” of the policies and the sole reason for the extraordinarily 

high “costs” was the absence of an individualized evaluation of risks.  In fact, such amounts were 

extraordinarily high because they also included kickbacks, reinsurance profits, and other 

wrongful benefits SLS had received from ASIC.  Letters containing these misrepresentations, 

deceptive statements and false pretenses were sent to Plaintiff Smith on January 5, 2015, April 

20, 2015, and June 20, 2016.  

105. Further, the policy that “would be purchased” according to these letters, was 

actually already in place on the date of lapse according to the agreement between ASIC and SLS. 

106. The NJCFA further provides that “[a]ny person who suffers an ascertainable loss 

of moneys or property, real or personal, as a result of the use or employment by another person 

any method, act, or practice declared unlawful under the [NJCFA] may bring an action or assert 

a counterclaim therefore in any court of competent jurisdiction.  N.J.S.A. 56:8-19.  

107. Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass are “person(s)” as that term is defined in 

N.J.S.A.56:8-1(d).   

108. Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass have suffered an ascertainable loss of 

monies or property as a direct and proximate result of SLS’s unconscionable practices. SLS had 

an exclusive relationship with ASIC, whereby ASIC would charge SLS for high-priced, inflated 

amounts for force-placed insurance, the full cost of which ASIC knew would be charged to 

Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass.  As compensation, ASIC would kick back a set 
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percentage of the inflated premiums to SLS as a commission or enter into captive reinsurance 

agreements with SLS as a means to funnel financial benefits to it.  Pursuant to the terms of the 

standard form mortgage agreements used by SLS, SLS would purchase the required hazard 

coverage and charge the Plaintiff and New Jersey Subclasses escrow accounts for the insurance 

coverage. Thus, as part of the scheme, SLS charged Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass 

for ASIC’s insurance improperly inflated by the kickbacks, reinsurance profits, and other 

wrongful benefits it conveyed to SLS. 

109. Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass have a private right of action against SLS 

and it entitles them to recover, in addition to their actual damages, a threefold award of the 

damages sustained by any person in interest, as well as an award of reasonable attorneys’ fees, 

filing fees and reasonable costs of suit. N.J.S.A 56:8-19.  

110. Plaintiff and the New Jersey Subclass have suffered and will continue to suffer 

irreparable harm if these Defendants continue to engage in such deceptive, unfair, and 

unreasonable practices. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and the New Jersey Subclass, 

demands judgment against SLS for compensatory damages, pre- and post-judgment interest, 

treble damages, attorneys’ fees, injunctive and declaratory relief, costs incurred in bringing this 

action, and any other relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

COUNT VI 

 

VIOLATION OF THE NEW JERSEY CONSUMER FRAUD ACT 

(against ASIC on behalf of New Jersey Subclass) 

 

111. Plaintiff Smith re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-70, above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

112. The New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, et seq., prohibits the “use 
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or employment by any person of any unconscionable commercial practice, deception, fraud, false 

pretense, false promise, misrepresentation . . . in connection with the sale or advertisement of any 

merchandise or real estate, or with the subsequent performance of such person as aforesaid, 

whether or not any person has in fact been misled, deceived or damaged thereby.”  N.J.S.A 56:8-

2. 

113. ASIC has engaged in, and continue to engage in, unconscionable commercial 

practices, deceptive acts and misrepresentations in the conduct of its trade and/or commerce in 

the State of New Jersey.  ASIC had a relationship with SLS, whereby it would charge highly 

priced premiums for force-placed insurance policies to SLS, with full knowledge that the full 

amount would be charged by SLS to Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass.  As 

compensation, ASIC would kick back a set percentage of the premiums to SLS as a commission 

or enter into captive reinsurance agreements with SLS as a means to funnel financial benefits to 

it. 

114. Defendants made numerous misrepresentations in carrying out their scheme to 

defraud Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass.  ASIC, with the approval of SLS, sent form 

letters to Plaintiff Smith on SLS letterhead, stating that SLS would purchase or renew force-

placed coverage if voluntary insurance was not secured by a certain date.   Defendants 

represented in the letters that the costs of the insurance would likely be much higher than the cost 

of coverage the borrower could obtain on their own “because the insurance we purchase is issued 

automatically without evaluating the risk of insuring your property.”  In making this statement, 

Defendants misrepresented to Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass that the amounts 

Defendants charged Plaintiff Smith and Class members represented the “cost” of the policies and 

the sole reason for the extraordinarily high “costs” was the absence of an individualized 
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evaluation of risks.  In fact, the amounts charged to borrowers were extraordinarily high because 

they also included kickbacks, reinsurance profits, and other wrongful benefits ASIC provided to 

SLS or its affiliates.  Letters containing these misrepresentations, deceptive statements and false 

pretenses were sent to Plaintiff Smith on January 5, 2015, April 20, 2015, and June 20, 2016. 

115. Further, the policy that “would be purchased” according to these letters, was 

actually already in place on the date of lapse according to the agreement between ASIC and SLS. 

116. The NJCFA further provides that “[a]ny person who suffers an ascertainable loss 

of moneys or property, real or personal, as a result of the use or employment by another person 

any method, act, or practice declared unlawful under the [NJCFA] may bring an action or assert 

a counterclaim therefore in any court of competent jurisdiction.  N.J.S.A. 56:8-19. 

117. Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass are “person(s)” as that term is 

defined in N.J.S.A.56:8-1(d). 

118. Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass have suffered an ascertainable loss of 

moneys or property as a direct and proximate result of the ASIC’s unfair and unconscionable 

practices.  The standard form mortgage agreements used by SLS includes a provision requiring 

the Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass to maintain hazard insurance coverage and in 

the event the coverage lapses, permits the lender to obtain force-placed coverage and charge the 

cost of that coverage to the Plaintiff Smith.  In SLS’s and ASIC’s letters to Plaintiff Smith and 

the New Jersey Subclass, Defendants state that SLS would purchase the required hazard 

coverage and “your escrow account will be charged for the premiums that we pay.  Please be 

advised that your monthly mortgage payments will be increased to include the costs of this 

policy.” (Emphasis in original).  Thus, as part of the scheme by Defendants, Plaintiff Smith and 

the New Jersey Subclass were charged for ASIC’s insurance inflated by the kickbacks, 
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reinsurance profits, and other wrongful benefits it conveyed to SLS. 

119. Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass have a private right of action against 

ASIC and it entitles them to recover, in addition to their actual damages, a threefold award of the 

damages sustained by any person in interest, as well as an award of reasonable attorneys’ fees, 

filing fees and reasonable costs of suit. N.J.S.A 56:8-19. 

120. Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass have suffered and will continue to 

suffer irreparable harm if these Defendants continue to engage in such deceptive, unfair, and 

unreasonable practices. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and the New Jersey Subclass, 

demands judgment against ASIC for compensatory damages, pre- and post-judgment interest, 

treble damages, attorneys’ fees, injunctive and declaratory relief, costs incurred in bringing this 

action, and any other relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

COUNT VII 

 

VIOLATIONS OF THE TRUTH IN LENDING ACT, 15 U.S.C. § 1601, et seq. 

(against SLS) 

 

121. Plaintiff Smith re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-70, above as if fully set 

forth herein and further alleges as follows. 

122. Plaintiff Smith’s and the Class Members’ mortgages were consumer credit plans 

secured by their principal dwellings, and were subject to the disclosure requirements of the Truth 

in Lending Act (“TILA”), 15 U.S.C.§ 1601, et seq., and all related regulations, commentary, and 

interpretive guidance promulgated by the Federal Reserve Board. 

123. SLS is a “creditor” as defined by TILA because it owned and/or serviced 

Plaintiff’s and the Class members’ mortgages and changed the terms of the mortgages so as to 

create a new mortgage obligation, of which SLS was the creditor. 
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124. Pursuant to TILA, SLS was required to accurately and fully disclose the terms of 

the legal obligations between the parties.  See 12 C.F.R. § 226.17(c). 

125. SLS violated TILA, specifically 12 C.F.R. § 226.17(c), when it: (i) added force-

placed insurance charges to Plaintiff Smith’s and Class members’ mortgage obligations and 

failed to provide new disclosures; and (ii) failed at all times to disclose the amount and nature of 

the kickbacks, reinsurance, discount mortgage servicing, and other profiteering involving SLS 

and/or its affiliates as a result of the purchase of force-placed insurance. 

126. When SLS changed the terms of Plaintiff Smith’s and Class members’ mortgages 

to allow previously unauthorized kickbacks and insurance amounts in excess of its interests in 

the property, it changed the finance charge and the total amount of indebtedness, extended new 

and additional credit through force-placed insurance charges, and thus created a new debt 

obligation.  Under TILA, SLS was then required to provide a new set of disclosures showing the 

amount of the insurance charges (i.e. finance charges) and all components thereof.  On 

information and belief, SLS increased the principal amount under Plaintiff Smith’s and Class 

members’ mortgage when it force-placed the insurance, which was a new debt obligation for 

which new disclosures were required. 

127. SLS adversely changed the terms of Plaintiff Smith’s and Class members’ loan 

after origination in order to allow a kickback on the force-placed insurance charges.  These 

kickbacks are not authorized in the mortgage in any clear and unambiguous way.  SLS never 

disclosed to borrowers the amount of the “commissions,” “expense reimbursements,” or other 

unearned profits paid to them or their affiliate. 

128. SLS also violated TILA by adversely changing the terms of Plaintiff Smith’s and 

the Class members’ loan after origination by requiring and threatening to force-place more 
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insurance than necessary to protect its interest in the property securing the mortgages. 

129. Acts constituting violations of TILA occurred within one year prior to the filing 

of the original Complaint in this action, or are subject to equitable tolling because SLS’s 

kickbacks, reinsurance, and other unearned revenue-generating scheme was the subject of secret 

agreements among it and its affiliates and was concealed from borrowers. 

130. Plaintiff Smith and Class members have been injured and have suffered a 

monetary loss arising from SLS’s violations of TILA. 

131. As a result of SLS’s TILA violations, Plaintiff Smith and Class members are 

entitled to recover actual damages and a penalty of $500,000.00 or 1% of SLS’s net worth, as 

provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(1)-(2). 

132. Plaintiff Smith and Class members are also entitled to recovery of attorneys’ fees 

and costs to be paid by SLS, as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(3).  

  WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and all Class members similarly 

situated, seeks a judgment in their favor against SLS awarding actual damages and a penalty of 

$500,000.00 or 1% of SLS’s net worth, as provided by 15 U.S.C. §1640(a)(1)-(2), as well as of 

attorneys’ fees and costs to be paid by SLS, as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(3). 

COUNT VIII 

Violation of RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) 

(against SLS and ASIC) 

133. Plaintiff Smith incorporates paragraphs 1-70, herein as if fully set forth herein and 

further alleges as follows. 

134. At all relevant times, SLS and ASIC were employed by and associated with an 

illegal enterprise, and conducted and participated in that enterprise’s affairs, through a pattern of 

racketeering activity consisting of numerous and repeated uses of the interstate mails and wire 
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communications to execute a scheme to defraud, all in violation of RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c).  

135. The RICO enterprise, which engaged in and the activities of which affected 

interstate and foreign commerce, was comprised of an association in fact of entities and 

individuals that included SLS, its affiliates, and ASIC and its affiliates. 

136. The members of the RICO enterprise had a common purpose: to increase and 

maximize their revenues by forcing Plaintiff Smith and Class members to pay inflated amounts 

for force-placed insurance through a scheme that allowed Defendants to charge borrowers more 

than SLS’s cost of coverage using kickbacks and expenses associated with servicing SLS’s entire 

loan portfolio to conceal from Plaintiff Smith and Class members the true nature of the charges.  

SLS and ASIC shared the bounty of their enterprise by sharing the illegal profits generated by 

the joint scheme. 

137. The RICO enterprise functioned over a period of years as a continuing unit and 

maintained an ascertainable structure separate and distinct from the pattern of racketeering 

activity. 

138. SLS and ASIC conducted and participated in the affairs of this RICO enterprise 

through a pattern of racketeering activity that projects into the future, lasted more than one year, 

and that consisted of numerous and repeated violations of federal mail and wire fraud statutes, 

which prohibit the use of any interstate or foreign wire or mail facility for the purpose of 

executing a scheme to defraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343. 

139. SLS and ASIC directed and controlled the enterprise as follows: 

a. ASIC specifically developed and implemented guidelines and standards for the 

timing and content of the cycle of deceptive letters sent to borrowers about force-

placed insurance, to which SLS agreed; 
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b. ASIC drafted the language of the fraudulent letters and correspondence to 

borrowers that was specifically designed to deceive borrowers into believing that 

they were coming from SLS.  The letters fraudulently misrepresented the true 

nature of the “cost” of the insurance forced on their properties, and these letters 

were approved by SLS;  

c. ASIC ran the day-to-day operations of the force-placed scheme by, inter alia, 

tracking SLS’s portfolio, mailing a cycle of form letters to borrowers notifying 

them that insurance coverage would be forced, and misrepresenting to borrowers 

both that they would be charged only the costs of coverage and that a SLS 

affiliate would be paid as compensation for work performed; 

d. ASIC paid kickbacks to SLS and its affiliates to maintain Defendants’ exclusive 

relationship and keep their force-placed scheme moving forward; 

e. by directing, controlling, and creating an enterprise and arrangement by which 

SLS would receive unearned kickbacks; 

f. by directing, controlling, and creating an enterprise and arrangement by which 

SLS would receive illegitimate revenues (ultimately charged to borrowers) in the 

form of direct payments, debt forgiveness, expense reimbursements, or 

“commissions,” that were merely bribes to keep the exclusive relationship in 

place and not disclosing same to borrowers;  

g. by directing, controlling, and creating an enterprise and program by which SLS 

never charged the borrowers its actual or effective cost of the force-placed 

insurance policies; 

h. by directing, controlling, and creating an enterprise and program where ASIC 
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took money directly from borrowers escrow accounts  and took amounts which 

are not the actual or effective “cost” for lender placed insurance but instead, 

include illegal bribes and kickbacks; 

i. by designing and directing an exclusive arrangement by which Defendants 

manipulated the force-placed insurance market in order to artificially inflate the 

amounts  charged to borrowers for force-placed insurance.  The charges were 

inflated to provide SLS and its affiliates with kickbacks disguised as 

“commissions” or “expense reimbursements,” or to cover the cost of discounted 

mortgage servicing, and/or to provide SLS with other forms of kickbacks.  ASIC 

and its affiliates benefit by securing business from SLS—it provides kickbacks to 

SLS at the expense of the borrowers who are charged the inflated charges; 

j. by developing and implementing guidelines and criteria to determine when force-

placed insurance is placed on a borrower’s home, in what amount, for what 

coverages and for what period of time—all of which resulted in inferior and more 

expensive insurance that covered time periods where no claims were made or 

resulted in “double coverage;” and 

k. by developing and implementing an automated system to send the cycle of 

deceptive letters to borrowers, to determine the type, time period and amount of 

substandard and unnecessary coverage, and to remove or charge borrowers’ 

escrow accounts automatically for improper and inflated charges. 

140.   In order to further its control and direction of the enterprise, ASIC paid bribes 

and kickbacks to SLS in the form of unearned commissions, direct payments, reinsurance 

premiums, expense reimbursements, and below-cost mortgage servicing functions.  
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141. As part of and in furtherance of the scheme to defraud, Defendants made 

numerous material omissions and misrepresentations to Plaintiff Smith and Class members with 

the intent to defraud and deceive them.   

142. For example, ASIC, with the approval of SLS, sent form letters to Plaintiff Smith 

and the Class on SLS letterhead through the U.S. mail, stating that SLS would purchase force-

placed coverage if voluntary insurance was not secured by a certain date.  These Defendants 

represented in the letters that SLS would purchase the required coverage and charge the borrower 

the “cost of the policy.”  In making these statements, Defendants knowingly and intentionally 

falsely stated that the amounts for force-placed insurance that Plaintiff Smith and the Class were 

charged represented the actual cost of the insurance premiums, when in fact such amounts also 

included kickbacks and other costs paid as bribes to SLS, and Plaintiff Smith and the Class were 

charged significantly more than SLS had paid for coverage.   

143. SLS and ASIC had a duty to correct this mistaken impression. These 

misrepresentations and omissions were material, as they helped these Defendants advance their 

scheme to charge Plaintiff Smith and the Class unreasonably high amounts for force-placed 

insurance and were designed to lull Plaintiff Smith and the Class into believing that the charges 

were legitimate.  Plaintiff Smith and the other homeowners would not have paid, or would have 

contested these specific charges had SLS and ASIC disclosed that the illegal bribes and 

kickbacks were included and that these forced charges did not represent simply the cost of the 

required insurance coverage.
  
 For example, Plaintiff Smith received such letters dated January 5, 

2015, April 20, 2015, and June 20, 2016 through the U.S. mail.  Plaintiff Smith believes that he 

received additional similar letters. 

144. ASIC and its affiliates, with the approval of SLS and on SLS letterhead, also sent 
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Plaintiff Smith and the Class force-placed insurance notices through the U.S. mail informing 

them that force-placed insurance would cost more “because the insurance we purchase is issued 

automatically without evaluating the risk of insuring your property,” when in fact, the inflated 

amounts charged to Plaintiff Smith and the Class were due to kickbacks and other impermissible 

costs provided to SLS.  SLS and ASIC had a duty to correct this mistaken impression.   

145. This misrepresentation was material, as it gave SLS and ASIC a colorable reason 

to charge Plaintiff Smith and the Class unreasonably inflated amounts for insurance and would 

have influenced Plaintiff Smith’s and Class members’ decisions to pay the charges or contest 

them.  For example, had Plaintiff Smith known that SLS was effectively paying much less than 

what it charged to him, Plaintiff Smith would not have paid or would have contested the charges 

for force-placed insurance.  Plaintiff Smith received such letters dated January 5, 2015, April 20, 

2015, and June 20, 2016 through the U.S. mail. 

146. For the purpose of executing the scheme to defraud, SLS and ASIC sent, mailed, 

and transmitted, or caused to be sent, mailed, or transmitted, in interstate or foreign commerce 

numerous materials, including but not limited to the notices and letters described above 

informing Plaintiff Smith and Class members that they could charge Plaintiff Smith and Class 

members unreasonably high amounts for force-placed insurance.  

147. This scheme to defraud proximately injured Plaintiff Smith and the Class 

members because it prevented them from making an informed decision regarding whether to 

dispute or pay the force-placed charges, or whether to allow new coverage to be placed on their 

property.  Had they known that the charges had been artificially inflated to include kickbacks and 

other improper charges, they would not have paid them or would have contested them.  SLS and 

ASIC also transferred sums among themselves, including but not limited to kickbacks, in 
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furtherance of their scheme to defraud Plaintiff Smith and Class members, in violation of the 

wire fraud statutes. 

148. By reason and as a result of SLS’s and ASIC’s conduct and participation in the 

racketeering activity alleged herein, these Defendants have caused damages to Plaintiff Smith 

and Class members in the form of unreasonably high force-placed insurance premiums. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith and Class members seek compensatory and treble 

damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c). 

COUNT IX 

 

Violation of RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) 

(against SLS and ASIC) 

 

149. Plaintiff incorporates paragraphs 1-70 and 134-148, as if fully set forth herein and 

further alleges as follows. 

150. At all relevant times, SLS and ASIC were associated with the enterprise and 

agreed and conspired to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d).  These Defendants agreed to conduct and 

participate, directly and indirectly, in the conduct and affairs of the enterprise through a pattern 

of racketeering activity, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). 

151. SLS and ASIC illegally agreed to violate RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), by, inter 

alia:  

a. Agreeing that ASIC and its affiliates would be SLS’s exclusive force-placed 

insurance providers and would extract unreasonably inflated amounts from SLS’s 

customers.  Defendants also agreed that ASIC would pay kickbacks to SLS or its 

affiliates; 

b. Agreeing that ASIC would monitor SLS’s mortgage portfolio for lapses in 

voluntary insurance and would, with the approval of SLS, send misleading notices 
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to borrowers.  These misleading notices would inform the borrowers that if new 

coverage was not procured, coverage would be forced, the borrower would be 

charged “the cost of the insurance” and earned “commissions” payments would 

be paid to a SLS affiliate; 

c. Entering into illusory commissions or other agreements in order to disguise the 

true nature of the amounts charged to borrowers under the guise of force-placed 

insurance; and 

d. Agreeing to commit two or more predicate acts as described above in Count VIII. 

152.   Upon information and belief, SLS affiliates pass profits from this scheme to SLS 

through credits in their general ledge accounts. 

153. SLS and ASIC committed and caused to be committed a series of overt acts in 

furtherance of the conspiracy and to affect the objects thereof, including but not limited to the 

acts set forth above. 

154. As a result of these Defendants’ violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), Plaintiff Smith 

and Class members suffered damages in the form of unreasonably high force-placed insurance 

premiums. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Smith and Class members seek compensatory and treble 

damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c). 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

Plaintiff Smith, on behalf of himself and all similarly situated individuals, demands 

judgment against Defendants as follows: 

(1) Declaring this action to be a proper class action maintainable pursuant to Rule 

23(a) and Rule 23(b)(1) and (2), or Rule 23(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and 
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declaring Plaintiff and his counsel to be representatives of the Class; 

(2) Enjoining Defendants from continuing the acts and practices described above; 

(3) Awarding damages sustained by Plaintiff and the Class members as a result of  

SLS’s breaches of the subject mortgage contracts and the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing, together with pre-judgment interest; 

(4) Finding that SLS has been unjustly enriched and requiring it to refund all unjust 

benefits to Plaintiff and the Class, together with pre-judgment interest;  

(5) Awarding Plaintiff and the Class costs and disbursements and reasonable 

allowances for the fees of Plaintiff’s and the Class’s counsel and experts, and reimbursement of 

expenses;  

(6) Awarding actual damages and a penalty of $500,000 or 1% of each of SLS’s net 

worth as provided by 15 U.S.C. § 1640 (a)(1)-(2), and attorneys’ fees and costs as provided by 

15 U.S.C. § 1640 (a)(3) 

(7) Awarding actual and, where appropriate, punitive damages sustained by Plaintiff 

and the Class as a result of ASIC’s tortious interference;  

(8) Awarding Plaintiff Smith and the New Jersey Subclass compensatory and treble 

damages, injunctive relief, declaratory relief, attorneys’ fees, and costs under NJCFA; 

(9) Awarding compensatory and treble damages, and attorneys’ fees and costs under 

the federal RICO statute; and  

(10) Awarding such other and further relief the Court deems just and equitable.  

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff and the Class request a jury trial for any and all Counts for which a trial by jury 

is permitted by law. 
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Respectfully submitted this 1st day of September, 2017.  

By: /s/ Christopher B. Healy 

Michael M. DiCicco, Esq.  

Fed. ID# MD0316 

mdicicco@bathweg.com  

Christopher B. Healy, Esq. 

NJ Bar # 013212005 

chealy@bathweg.com 

BATHGATE, WEGENER & WOLF, 

P.C. 

One Airport Road 

P.O. Box 2043 

Lakewood, New Jersey 08701 

Phone: 732-363-0666 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

Adam M. Moskowitz, Esq.  

amm@kttlaw.com 

Thomas A. Tucker Ronzetti, Esq. 

tr@kttlaw.com  

Rachel Sullivan, Esq. 

rs@kttlaw.com 

Robert J. Neary, Esq. 

rn@kttlaw.com 

KOZYAK TROPIN & 

THROCKMORTON LLP 

2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd., 9
th

 Floor 

Coral Gables, FL 33134 

Telephone:  (305) 372-1800  

Facsimile:    (305) 372-3508 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

(pro hac vice forthcoming) 

 

Lance A. Harke, Esq. 

lharke@harkeclasby.com  

Sarah Engel, Esq. 

sengel@harkeclasby.com 

Howard M. Bushman, Esq. 

hbushman@harkeclasby.com  

HARKE CLASBY & BUSHMAN LLP 

9699 NE Second Avenue 

Miami Shores, New Jersey 33138 

Telephone: (305) 536-8220 

Facsimile: (305) 536-8229 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

(pro hac vice forthcoming) 

 

Aaron S. Podhurst, Esq. 

apodhurst@podhurst.com 

PODHURST ORSECK, P.A. 

City National Bank Building 

25 West Flagler Street, Suite 800 

Miami, New Jersey 33130 

Telephone: 305-358-2800 

Facsimile: 305-358-2382 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

(pro hac vice forthcoming) 
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DOC ID fr: 000158e33826020a7
(P) "Property" means the property that ia described below under the heading ''Tranafex of RIgius itt the
Property,
(G) "Loan" means the debt evidenced by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges and late chargesdue under the Note, and all sums due under thin Security Instillment. plus interest.
(it) "ItMere" means all Riders to this Security Instrument that arc executed by Borrower. The followingRiders are to be executed by Burrower [check hex ns applicable]:

CT. Adjustable Rem Rider pi. Condominium Rider Second Home Rider

F. Balloon Rider Planned Unit Development Rider E 1-4 Pamlly Rider
VA Ritter Bisveakly Payment Rider L.J Other(s) [specify]

(1) "Applicable Law" means all controlling applicable federal, stales and local statutes, regulations,ordinances and Administrative rules and orders (that have the effect of law) as well as all applicable finnl,
non-appealable judichn opinions.
(I) "Community Association Dues, Fees, and Assessments" Metins all dues, fees, assessments and other
charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium association, homeowners association
or similar organisation.
(E) "Electronic Funds Transfer" nteans any transfer of funds, other than a transaction originated by check,
draft, or similar paper instrument, which is Inkiated through an electronic terminal, telephonic Instrument,
computer, or magnetic tape so PS to order, instruct, or authorize a financial institution to debit or eredlt arm
account, Such terra ineMdes, but is not limited to, point-of-sale transfers, automated teller machine
transactions, transfers initiated by telephone, wire transfers, and automated clearinghouse trunnfors.
(L) "Escrow Items" means those items that are described in Section 3.
CM) "Miscellaneous Proceeds" means emy compensation, settlement, award of damages, or proceeds paid by
any third party (other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages described in Section 5) for (I) damage
tot or destruction of, the Property; (11) condenmation or other taking of all or any part of the Property; (ill)
conveyance in lieu of condemnation; or (iv) miareprenentationa of, or omissions as to, the value andier
condition of the Pmperry.
(N) "Mortgage Insurance" means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of, or default on, the
Liam
(0) "Periodic Payment" means the regularly scheduled amount duo for (i) principal and interest under die
Nate, plus (ii) any amounts under Section 3 of this Security instrument,
(P) "RESPA" means the Rent Estate Settlement Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. Section 2601 et seq.) and its
implementing regulation, Regulation X (24 C,P.R. Part 3500), as they might be amended from time to OtTle, or
any additional or successor legislation ur regulation that governs the same subject matter, As used in this
Security Instrument, "RIISPA" refers to all requirements and restrictions that are Imposed In regard to
"federally related mortgage loan' even If the Loan tines nor qualify as a "federally rotated mortgage loan"
under RESPA.
(Q) "Successor. hi Interest of Borrower" means any party that has taken Otte to the Property, whether or not
that party has assumed Borrower's diligent= ander the Note and/or this Security Instrument

TRANSFER. OP MGM IN TIM PROPERTY
This Security Instrument secures to Lender: (i) the repayment of the Loan, and all renewals, extensions and
modifications of the Note; and (ii) the performance of Borrower's COveilent,9 and agreements under
this Security instrument and the Note. For these purposes, Borrower does hrseby mortgage,
grant and convey to MIMS (solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns)
arul to the succeasors and msigus of MERE tho following described property located in the

COUNTY of CAMDEN

frypt) Rftrard Ina ludinictioal ft:Mr tttarAinv hirisaktionj
SEE EXHIBIT "A" ATTACHED HERETO AND MADfi A PART HERiOF,

Pnitel ID Number, 13546 which currently has the address of
17 N. BROWN,57BEET, aLOUCESTER C/TY

pawl/City!
W Jersey 0 00 30 ("Property Address"):

rna Coda)

(74 41A(tq 2) tOS12) Pane SottA Form 3071 1101
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l*OGETIlatt WITIT all the Improvements now or hereafter emoted on the property, and all easements,

apportenancea, and flamer; now or hereafter a part of the property. All replacements and additions shall almo
be covered by Oda Security Instrument, All of Mc foregoing is referred to in this Security Instrument u the
"Property." Borrower understands and agrees that NIERS holds only legal title to the interest; granted 11
Borrower in this Seeurky Instrument, but, if net:eatery to comply with law or custom, lall3RS (as nominee for
Lender and Lender's successors and aulgna) has the right: to exercise any or nil of those interests. including,
but not limited tn, the right to foreclose and cell ths Property; and to take any action required of Lender
including, but not limited to, releasing and canceling this Seourity Instrument.

BORROWER COVENANPS that Borrower Is lawfully ;mimd of the estate hereby conveyed and hart the
right to mortgage, grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered, except far
encumbrunces of record. Borrowor warrante and will defend generally the title to 1110 ProPeatY against ail
claims and demands, subject to any encumbrances art:cord,

THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combinca uniform covenanta for national use and nomuniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument coveting real
property.

UNIFORM COVENANTS, 13orrower and Lender covenant and agree as (ollows:
I. Payment or PrIndpal, Interest, Pawnee Items, Prepayment Charges, and Lute Charges, Borrower

shall pay when due the principal of, and Interest on, the debt evidenced by the Note and any prepayment
charges arid late charges duo under the Note, borrower shall also pay fonds for Escrow Berns ponmant to
Section 3, Payment; due under the Note and this Security Inatroment shall be made in U,S. currency.
However, if any check or other instrument received by Lender us payment under the Note or this Oecurity
instrument la returned to Lender onpaid, Lender may require that any or all subsequent payments due under
the Note and this Security Instrament be made in one or more of the following forms, ea selected by Lender,
(a) cash: (1)) money order; (e) certified check, bank-eheek, treasurer's check or cashier's ebeck, provided any
such check is drawn upon an inatitution whose deposits are hoaxed by a federal agency, inatramentality, or

entity; or (d) Pact:Ironic Fonds Transfer,
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location deragnated in tbe Note Or at such

other location as may be designated by Lender iti accordance with tho notice provisions In Section 15. Lender
may rearm any payment Or partial payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient to bring (he
Loan current, Lerider may accept tiny payment or partial payment Insufficient to bring the Loan current,
without waiver of any rights hermitic:1' or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial payments in
the future. If Lender accepts sad paytnents, It shall apply anch payments at the time such payments are
accepted, No offset or claim which Borrower might have now or hi the futute against Lender shall relieve
Borrower from making Inlyrnenor duo under the Note and thls Security Instrument or performing tlia covenants
and agreements secured by this Security Inatrument,

2. Application of Payments or Proceeds, Except as otherwise described in this Section a all payments
accepted turd applied try Lender ahall ho applied in the following order of priority; (a) intemst due -under tiro
Note., (I)) principal due under the Note; (c) amounts due wider Section 3. Such payments shall he applied to
each Periodic Payment In the order in which it bteamo due, Any remaining amounta obeli be applied first to
late charges, second to any other amounts due onder this Security Instrument, and then to :educe the principal
balance of the Note,

If Lender rezeives n payment front Pormwer for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a
aufficient amount to pay any Into charge doe, thc payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and the
lett charge. If more than one Periodic Paymeot la outstanding, Lender may apply any payment received from
Borrower' to the repayment of the Periodic Payments it, and to the extent that, each payment can bc paid in
full. To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the NI payment of ono or more
Periodic Paymenta, atIch excma may be applied to any late charges doe. Vohmtary prepayment; ahall he
gpolled firat tO any prepaymenthargerrantathenintdeacribcdirrifte Note,

Any appliration of paymeats, Inatortnet procettia, or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under the
Nett shalt not extend or poslponr, rite due date, or change the amount, of the Periodic Payments,

3. Ponds far Escrow Ittlina. Borrower shall pay to Lender urn the day Periodic Payments are due under
the Note, until the Note la paid In full, a rum (the "Panda") to provide for payment of amounts thre fon (0)
Inars mmml assessments and other items watch can attain priority over thia Security Instrument as s lien or
encumbrance on the Property; (11) leasehold payments or ground rem ott the Property, if any; (c) premiums
far any and all inxilfailre required by Lender under Section 5; and (d) Mortgage Insurancepremiums, if ally, or

any alma payable by Borrower to Lender In lieu of the paymeot of Mortgage inatitence premiums in
accordance with Om provittions of Section 10, Then lima are called "Etcrow Balrks." At origination or at any
Onto during the term or the Loan, Lender may require that Community Astmelation Dues, Pees, arid
Aratramerds, if any, be escrowed by Borrower, and Ruch dues', fees and assearamcnta shall be an Escrow Item.
Borrower shall pmenpily furnish to Leoder all notices of mounts to be paid under aria Section. Borrower shall
pay Lender the Punds for Escrow lima unless Lender waives Borrower's obligation to pay the Funds for any
or all IlterrAV Iter111, Lender may waive Borrower's obligation to pay to Lender Peoria for any or all Escrow
Items al any time. Any socit waiver rnay only be in writing. In ihe event of such woiver, Borrower ahall pay
directly, when und where payable, Pie aolollnla Ong for any BsCrOW Bens tor wtrich payment of Ponds has
been waived by Lender and, if 1..ender requires, shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment

.sattrai (moo cot mama; Pop a at 10 Faun 3931 1/01
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within such thee pm-lod us Lender may remnre. Borroweret dligation to make such payments and to providereceipts Minn for till purpotes be deemed to be a covenant end agreement. contained in this Security
Instrument, as the phrnee "covenant anti agrement" is used in Section 9. a Borrower ia obligated to pay
12.serow Item directly, pursuant to a waiver, and Burrower fells to pay the umount due for en Escrow Item,
Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9 and pay 8uuh amount end Borrower ahall then be obligated
under Section 9 to repay to.Lender tiny such amount. Lender may revoke the waiver as to any Of fill Eserow
Items at any time by a notice given le eceardence with Section 15 rind, upon suck revocation, Borrower Shill
pay to Lender ell Funds, and In unch eommitt, that are then remdred under this Section 3.

Lender may, at arty time, collect lord hold Pods in an amount (a) sufficient to permit Lender to apply the
Funds at the time apeelfred under RESPA, and (b) not to exceed the maximum amount a lender can requireunder RBSPA. Lender shall estimate the amount of Ponds duo on the basis of current data and renaonable
estimates of expenditures of Aimee Oserow Item or otherwise In accordance with Applicable Law,

'rito Funds shalt be hold in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency, iestmmentality,
or entity (including Lender; if Lender is an Instinition whose deposits are so insured) nr in any Federal nom
Loan flank, Lender shill apply the Ponds to pay the Escrow Rams no Inter than the time specified under
RfeePA. Lender shall not charge BO/rower for holding and applying the Fends, annually analyzing the ClicrOw
account, or verifying the Vscrow Items, unless, Lender pays Borrower intermit on the Funds and Applicable
Law perunts Lender to make such a charge. 'Unless en agreement is Made in writing or APplicable 1411N
KqUifitS Illtefesi to be paid on the Puede, Lender shall not be required to pay BM-Wet' any interest or earnings
on the Panda, Domtwer and Lender tall agree in writing, however, that 'Merest Shall be paid ott the Funds.
Lender thall give to Borrower, without elmage, sn allOttai accounting of the Funds us required by RBSPA.

If there in a norplus of Funds held In escrow, es defined under RESPA, Lender shall =Dont to Borrower
for the excess rends in eceordance with RESPA, If there is u shortage of Funds held In escrow, as defined
under RESPA, Lender 6halt notify porfowet as required by RL1SPA, and Borrower shall pay to Lender the
amount eecessary to nitrite up the thortego iii accontance with RESPA, but in no more than 12 monthly
payments. If there is a deficiency of lerads held in escrow, es defined under RBSPA, Lender than notify
Borrower es required by RESPA, and Borrower nhall pay to Lender the amount accessary to make up the
deficiency in accordance with RESPA, but In no more than 12 monthly payments.

Upon payment in full of rat sums secured by this Seeurity thstmment, Lender shall promptly relimd to
Borrower any Fonds held by Lender,

4, Charges; Liens. Borrower shin pay ull taxes, assessments, charges, fines, turd imposltioui attributable
to the Property which can attain priority over this Security Instrumant, leasehold payments or ground rents on
via Property, if any, and Community Association Dues, Fees, and Astesiments, If any, To the extent that these
items arc Escrow hems, Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3.

Borrower rdiall plum-NW), discharge any lien which Iran priority over this Security Inatrumeot unless
Borrower: (a) agrees in writing to the peyrnent of dm obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable to
Lender, but only so lung as Borrower is performing Ruch agreement; (b) contests the lien in good falth by, or
threads tootles( enforcement of the lien in, legal proceedings which in Lender's opinion operate to prevait the
onoreement of the Ilen while those proccedinge ILT pending, but only until such proceedings are concluded;
or (e) secures from the holder of the lien an egreement salt:factory to Lender subordinating the lien to this,
Security Instrument. If Lender determines that any part of the Property Is Subject to a Ben which can attain
priority over this Security Instrument, Lender may give Borrower a notice Identifying tha Ham Within ID days
of the date on which that notice is given, Borrower shall eatiefy the lien or take ono or More of the actions set
forth above in thin Section 4,

Lender may require BorTower to inty 3 delimit charge for a real estate tnx verification and/Or reporting
service used by 1,endar in connection with rids LON1.

5. Property insurance. Bermwer shell keep the Improvements now existing tn hereafter erected On Oie
PrOperty insured against loss by fire, hazerds ineinded within the tem "extended enverane, and any other
harardr, it:eluding, but not limited CO, rwmlmqrroicca end floods, for which lemdee requires insuntneo. Timla
Imam= shall bo maintained lit the arnoinus (inch:ding deductible levels) and for the periods that Lender
enquiree, What Lender raquires pursuant to the precasting sentencea can change during the term of the Loan.
The insurance carrier poviding th irtatiranee shrill be chosen by Borrower subject to Lender's right to
disapprove Borrower's choice, which right ehell not be exercised Unreasonably, Lendermay require &COWS
to pay, in cornice:lion with Oda Loan, either: (a) n oreetime chime for flood zone determlnatirm, cerlifieution
end tracking sen-ricea or (b) u tune-time charge for flood zone determination and certification services and
subsequent ehargee Lerch (rine remeppIngs or simlthr changes occur which reasonably might affect such
determination or oertification, tormwer tried/ also be responeible for the payment of any fees imposed by the
Federal Emergency Manegetneat Agency in connecthm with the mview of any flood zone determination
resulting from an objection by Borrower.

It Borrower fulls to maintain any of the coverages described 'dove, Lender may obtain ineurance
Coverage, at Len:feel-I option and Borrowern crept:me, Lender is under no obligralon to purchete arty particular
type or amount of coverage. Therefore, nutth coverage shall COsee Lender, but might Or might nut Ricci
Borrower, Borrower's equity in the Property, ur the contents of the Property, against nny risk, hazard Of

liability and might provide greater or tester coverage than was previously ht effect. BCIffower acknowledges

Alrm .1) ;CFOs) CHL(07/116). n in Form 3031 UM
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that the, eost of the insornnce coverage so obtiemed might significantly exceed the CCM Of Maumee that
Borrower could have obtained. Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section .5 grail become additional
debt of Borrower deemed by this Security Inetrurremt. These amounts shall bear interest nt the Note fete from
thd MO of disbursement and shall be peyeble, with such interest upon notice trom Lender o Borrower
requesting payment.

All insurance policies required by Lender and reeeivals of such policies Multi be riubject to Lender's right
to disapprove such policies, shell inelude a standard mortgage clause, and shall name Lender us mortgagee
aed/or as rm ndditionnl loss ;iota. Lender shaft have the right to hold the ptilicles and renewel certificrics, If
Lender molten, Borrower shall promptly give to Lander all receipts of paid premiums and renewal notices, If
Borrower amine any form of Insurance coverage, not otherwise required by Lender, for Mintage to, or
destruction of, the Properly, such policy shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgegee and/or Gs an additional loss payee,

In the event of loss, Borrower shall give prompt Doke to the insurance carrier and Lender. Lender may
make proof or loss If not made prompdy by Borrower, Unless Lender and Borrower othervite agree in
writing, any Insurance proceeds, whether or not the underlying insurance wan required by Lender, shall be
applied to restoration or repair of the PrOperty, It the restoration or repair is economically feasible and
tenderer security Is not tenoned. During such repair end restoration period, Lender droll have the right to hold
such insurance proceeds until Lender has had art opportunity to hespect sedeh Property to ensure the work hue
bete completed to Lender's satiefnction, provided that smell Inspection shall be undertaken promptly, Lender
may disboree proceeds for the repairs and reetoration in a Anglo payment or In a aeries of progreae payments
ht the work is completed. Unless an agreement /a made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be
paid on euch Insurance proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on
such proceeds. Feel for public adjusters, or other third parties, retained by Borrower shall not be paid out of
the insurance proctede and shall be the note obligation of Borrower. If the restoration or repair is not
ec000mically feasible or tender'e security would be lessened, the insurance proceeds shall be applied to the
stiMs secured by this Security Instrument, whether or not then due, with the extess, if any, paid to Borrower,
Such insurtrace proceeds shall be applied in tha order provided fat in Section 2.

If Borrower abandims the Property, Lender may filo, negotiate and settle any available insurance claim
cad related matters, Cr Borrower does not mspond within 30 days to a nailee from Lender inet the insurance
CaTier has offered to settle a claim, then Lender may negotiate and settle the claim. The 30-dity period will
begin when the notice is given, In either event, or if Lender ncquires the Property under Section 22 or
otherwise, Borrower hereby aesigns to Lender (a) Berrower's rightn to any insurence proceeds in an amount
not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument, and (b) any other of Borrower's
rights (other than the right to any refund of uneerned premiums paid try Borrower) under all insuraect policies
covering dm Property, lainfar as such tights are applicable to the coverage of the Property, Lender may use
the Insurance proceeds either In repair or restore the Property or tri pity amounts unpaid under the Note or this
SecerIty Instromem, whether or not then doe,

6, Occupancy. Borrower shall occupy, eatablish, end use the Property Alt liorrowen; principal reaidence
within 60 days efter the executioo of this Security lestrumeat end shell continue to occupy the Property Os
Borrower's principal residence for at laaat One year after the date of oecupency, unless Lender otherwise
agrees in writing, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, or unless extenuating elreumstences exist
which are beyond florrower's control,

7. Preservation, Maintenance and Protection of the Property; Inspeettome Borrower dial1 not
d :stray, damage or Impair the Property, allOW the Property to deteriorate or commit waste on the Property,
Whether or not Borrower Is residing to the Property, BOCIOWer strait MItilltnin the Property in Order 10 prevent
thc Property front deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its cnntlition, Unless it ie determined pursuant to
Section 5 Ono repeir or restoration is not ettnomictilly feasible, Borrower shall promptly repair the Propeny if
damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage, If Insurance Or condemnation proceeds are paid in
commotion with dinnsge, to, or the taking of, the Property, Borrower shall be responsible for repairing or
restoring the Property only If Looter has released procerde for silch puornees. Lender may disburse proceeds
fer the repairs rind restorritIon in a eingle payment or in ft striae of progress payments as the work is
eompletere if me mourenee or condemnation proceede tiro not nufficient to repair or restore the Property,
bermwer is aot relieved of Borrower's ebligetion for the completion of such repair or restoration.

Lender or he agent mey MHICO leaS011tihte entries upon and Inepections of the Property. If It hes
:reaeoneble Name, Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property. Lender shall give
poerower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause,

6. Borrower's Loan Application. Borrower eliell be in default if, during the Loan application process,
'Borrower or any persolls or enthlte ncting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrower's knowledge or

coesent gave materially false, misleading, or inaccurate information Or Ittntements to Lender (or failed to

provide Lender with material hifonnatioo) 10 etOtneetiOtt With the Loan, Material representations include, but
'am not limited to, representations conerming Borrower's occupancy of dm Property as Borrower's principal
resideece,.

9. PAstedion at Lender's Interest lii the Property and Rights 'Under this Securtiy Instrument, If (a)
Borrower fails to perform the covenants and ngreements contained le this Security Matt-Mimi, (b) there Is a

procceding that might significantly affect Lender's Interest ln the Property and/or dghts under this
Security Instrument (meth as a proceeding la eardireptcy, probate, for condemaation or forfeiture, for

1,11:;.; -8A(NJ) ttioiny CHL ((Mint i'nuN mliii Penn aunt 1/01
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aneorcement of a nen which !nay wain [Moray over this Security Instrement or to enforce Jews or
reguladons), or (c) Borrower has abandoned the Property, then Lender may do and pny for whatever is
reakonable or Appropriate to ptotect Lendeat interest M thc Property and righta under this Security thsharnititt,
including protecting antVor messing the Wile of the Properly, and seeming and/or repairing the Preperty,hentles seams ran Include, but ere not limited to: (a) paying any MIMS secured by a Hen Which has priotity
over thin Security Women!: (b) ;wearing in court; aed (c) paying reasonable Mtornaye fees to pmtect Ite
interest In the Property tindeer rights tinder this Security Instruitent, Inchidlng ita seemed pealtion in abankruptcy pmeeeding, Securing the Properly inchrdes, but is not limited to, entering the Property to ratlike
repairs, change loch, replace or boan1 up doors and windows, drain water from pipes, eliminate building orother code violations or dattgetolls conditions, end have ilittea awned on or off. Although Lender may teke
act Ma under thie Section 9, Lender doen not have to do no and la not under any duty or obligation lo do AO, It
Is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking nhy or all actions authorized under thia Section 9.

Any arnounet disimmed by Lender under Mir Section 9 shall become additional debt of Borrower secured
hy this Security Inrtrument. There amateur shall bear interest at the Note rate from the dare of disbursement
aial shall be payable, with such interest, upon notice. front Lender to Borrower requentMg payment.If tbla Security Instrument is on a leasehold, Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the lease,If Borrower ecquires fee title to the Property, the leasehold and the fee title shall not merge unless Lender
agrees to the merger in writing.

Ill. Mortgage Lowrance. If Lender required Mortgage- Insurance as a condition of making the Loan,:1florrower shall pay the premiums remared tO maintain the Mortgage Insurance in effect, If, for any reason, Ote
Mortgage 111,01'11(We coverage required by Leader ceases to be available frorn the mortgage Maurer that
pieviously pmvitkrt such IrlatMlfWe and Borrower Wan required to make eeparately designated paymentstoward the pretniontS Mr Mortgage Insurance, Borrower shall pay the premiums required 10 Obtain coverage
aubstantially equivalent to the Mortgage Insurance prevlouelyln effect, 015 cost eubstantially equivalent to the
cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previoualy irt cfferet, from Us alternate mortgage Insurer selected
by Lender, If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurrince coverage Is not available, Borrower shall continuv_
to pay to Lender the mama of the impend* designated paymeets that were due When the Insurance cOverageerased to be In effeet. Lender wilt accept, uno and retain these payments Iva a nen-refundatile loan reserve in
lieu of Mortgage Insurance, Such loss reserve shall be nomrefundable, notwithstanding the fact that the Loan
iniultimately peld In fell, and Lender ehall Rot be tequited to pay BO-MAW any interest or earnings oe autch
loss reserve. Lender Clio nu longer require loss reserve payments If Mortgage Insurance coVerage (in the
amount tmd fur tho period that Lender requires) provided by en insurer selected by Lender again becomes
eval table, lo Me aimed, end fender requires ceparately deeignated payments toward the premiums for MortgageIflutnratice. IT Under required Mortgay, t, instirance t a condittOn or making the Lean and Borrower was
required to make separately derignaltal payments toward thc premium; for Mortgage bin:trance, Borrower
etieu pay the OfCrriitlfflo it:qui:rat to tnalmeln Mortgege lernirenee in effect, or to provide a non-refundable tom
raerve, unlit Lender; requirement for Mortgage Insolence ends in accordence with eny written ngreement
between Berrowce end Lender providing for sect cm in:oath-al or ioa termination la required by Applicablelaw. Nothing in Mk Section 10 affects IlorrOWC63 obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note,

Mot %age Inattrauce reirnharses Lender (or any entity Mat purchases the Note) for certain losses it may
inCur if Borrower does not repay the Loan att agreed, Borrower Is not a party to the Mortgage:insurance.

Mortgage inewera evaluete. their total rithott all such insurance, in tbfCe from time to time, end may cuter
liOn agreementa with other parties that eltere or multi), their rink, or reduce losses. These agreements are on
tennis and comittions that arc satisfactory to the moitgage insurer and the Other party (or parties) to these
agreements. Theac agreements may require the mongege Maurer to moire paymente using any source of fund.s
That the mongsge insurer rnay have tlyaltable (which may Melo& (euds ohotined from MorIgnge Insure=
:premiums),

Ari a result of Mae amements, Lereler, any purchaner of the Noun, enother insurer, nny edit:niece any
thlicr entity, or any affiliate of eily of Me foregeing, nosy receive ((Meetly oe indirectly) amounts that derive
tfot71 (n engin LC efitifiCtitriva en) a mation of borrow* poymento for Mortgage Insurance, in exchange for
;ettatirte, or mortifying the Mortgage intancer`a risk, or :educing tourer, I' such agmement provides that an
affiliete of Lender iekes a share of the Maureen risk In exchenge for a sham of the prendurns pnid to the
insurer, the arrangement is Often termed 'captive Mown:Ice Furthest

(a) Arty !Aid agreements will not affeet the alttfltalts that Borrower has agreed to pay for Mortgage
•Blurtince, or any other terms of Ore Lona. Such ngreements Mt ittCreaSe the amount Borrower will
owe for Mortuuttc Lusurance, f:ird they will mil entitle nerrewer to any refund,
r (n) Any such ottrcexnents wilt not stfort the rights Borrower title tf any with respect. to tho
Mortgage insuretwo under the lionwowaera Protection Act of 098 or stay other law, These rigida may
Incrude the dela to rceeiva cerraln dkelonerea, to requeet and obtain cancelte doe of the Mortgage
lesurance, to have Ore Mnagage IniStIrtinee terminatutt Wohanntically, and/OC tO receive a refund of any
Moriguge Innera nee premiums that 'were Itnearmal at the time of such eanceltraMe rie termination.

I 1. Assignmeel. ot Miscelleneous preemie; Ferfeltuve, All Miacellaneoes Proceeds ere hereby
ad gild 10 anti flaill be paid IC I ictitlet,

cte;:;) -alt(t-Lij loony) UM (07/00) Pzsje 3 en to Farm 3031 1101
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If the Property Is damaged, such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of the

Property, if the restoration or repair Is economMully feasible tMd Lender's security isnot legate& During such
repair and restoration period, Lender shall have the right to hOld !tech Miscellaneous Proceeds Until Lender has
had on opportunhy to inspect such Property to allure the work has been completed tO Lender's satisfaction,provided ilia,YJC111nwctIon shall be undertaken promptly, Lantkr may 15ny for the repairs and restoration In
a single disbursement or In n series of progress payments as the work is oomph:Md. Unless an agreement is
made In writing or Appilcabk Law requires interest tn be paid on Each Miscellaneous Proceeds, Lender OM
cm be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such tvilacellancouS Proceeds. If the restoradon or
repair 19 not economically feasible or Lender's security would be lessened, the Miscellaneous Proceedir shalt
be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument, whether or not then due, with the eXCU9s, If any,
paid to Borrower, Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in SeCtiOn 2.

In the event of a totAl taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property, the Miseellaneous Proceeds
shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument, whether or nOt then due, With the CUM, if
any, paid to Borrower,

In the event ots partial taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market value
of the Property inanetl'imely before the partial taking, destroction, or loss In value is equal lo or greater than
the amount of the SIM secured by this Sem.* Instrument immediately before the partial taking, destruction,
rr loss in \Wire, unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing, the sums scented by this SccOritylust:Innen( shall be reduced by the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds multiplied by the following fraction:

the total anatunt of the stlms secured immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss lit value
divided by (h) tbe fair minket value of the Properly immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss
is value, Any balance shall be paid to Borrower.

t In the event of a partial lakdog, destniction, or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market value
of Mc Property Immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss in value Is less than the amount of
tfic sums seemed Immediately before the partial taking, destmetlon, or loss in value, Worts Borrower nod
Tender otherwise same In writing, the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this
Security Instrutmon whether or not the aurai AR; then due.

If the Property is abandoned by .110:11AVOr, or if, after nonce by Lender to Borrower that the Opposing
Party (as defined in tha next serdemee) offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages, Borrower fails to
respond to Lender within 50 days after the date tho notice is given, Lender is Authorized to eolloct mat opplythe Miscellaneous Proceeds either to realaralion or repair of the Property or to the avms secured lay this
Security Instrument, whether or not then doe, "Opposing Party" mesas the third trarty ttsat owes BorrowerMiscellaneous Proceeds or the party against whom Borrower has a right of action in regard to Miscellaneous
Pr oceedS,

BOrrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding, whether civil or criminal, Is begun that, in
Lender's judgment, could result in forfeiture Of the Property or other materiel impairment of Lender's interest

the Property or rights under this Security Instiument. Borrower can cure such a default and, If acceleration
Mrs occurred, reinstate as provided in Section 19, by causing the action or proceeding to be dismissed with a

ruling dint, in Lentkr's judgment, preefurks forfeiture of the Property or other material impallnient of 4nder's
interest la the Property or rights under this Security instmotent. The proceeds of any award or claim for
de:sages that fire attributable to the impairment' of Lender's interest in the Properly are hereby assigned and

.shall be paid to Lender,
All Mfaceilaneous Proceeds that are not applied in remoratIon or repair or the Property shall be fipplMd In

the order provided for in Section 2.
12, Borrower Net Released; l'arbearfince By Lender Not A Waiver. -Extension of the time for

payment or Inndificatioo of unionization of the sumo secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender to
li.airover or any Suecessoe in interest anal-rower shall not operate to release die liability of Borrower or attyInterest of Borrower, Leoder shall not be requited to commence proceedings agelost any
Y.t...;.e,,sur in Interest of Borrower or to Warm to extend time for payment or otherwise modify amortization of
tire Natns secured by this Security Instrument by reason or any demand mode try the original Borrower or wry
Sfiticessont in Merest of llorrower. Arty forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or remedy Including,
'williout lirrtilatimt, tctukr's acceptance of payments from thini persona, entities or Successors in Interest of
"fionower or lit mounts lest thart the amount then due, ellen not be it waiver of or preclude the exercise of any
right or fC111,1y.

13. Joint. unit Soverai Liability; Co-signets; Successors mud Assign4 Bound. Borrower covenants and
Agrees Mat 1507111•Nttr's ObligadOng Mkt liability Muttt be joint nod several. However, any Borrower who
Co.sIgns this Sccurity-hestrumentlartnoesmorerecurnite-NOW-(i emsigner"): (.1) Is co-signing thia Security
knetanneirt only In mortgage, giant and convey the co-signces Interest in the Property under the tenna of this
Security instrument; (b) Is not persOnally oblip, fited to pay the moor; Secured fry this Security Instrument; and
fc) agrees that Leader find soy other Borrower can agree to extend, modify, forbear or make any

oromodations with regard to the terms of Ibis Security Instrument or the Note without the emsIgner's
corr.;cm.

Sabject to the provisions of Sectioo 18, any Successor in Interest or Borrower who assumes Borrower's
obligotiOur3 uttter hitS SCrunity Instrument in wri tig, /Ind Is approved by Lender, shall obtain all of Borrower's
rights and benefits under this Security instrument. borrower shall not he released from Borrower's obligations
filld liability under this Security I iltitrinflaa unless Lender agrees to such release ht writing. The covenants and

tos fit CAP-W.7W) Pno 7 cl to Form seat trot
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evatt.iineats of this Szemity Imirwiteni diall (tits/ (eaccot RR provided in Section 20) and benefit tho sticcessors

eSSigns of Lender,
14. Loan Charges, Lender nifty charge Borrower fees for bin-I-ices performed hi connection with

Borrusver's default, for the pornose of protecting Lender's interest in the Pmperty anti rights under this
1 Security Instrument, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, property inspection tuul valuation fees. In

!egad tO any other fees, Mu absence of oxpitss (unitedly In this Security Instrument to elbow a specific fee tot
1 DUcluwe.r shall not be consnued es a proldbition on the charging of such fee. Lender trmy not charge fees thatIS:ere expressly prohibited by this Socutity losEriu omit or by Applicable Law,
i If Um Loan is subject to a law which seCs rnashnurn Joan charges, and that lm is finally interpreted so

Ma the interest or Other loan ellargcs collected or to be collected in connection with the Loan exceed theS'
permitte(1 limits, then: (n) any such loan Clutrit,e ahall be reduced by the amount necessary to redoes the chtbrile-i to me permitted limn; and (b) any sums already collected from Bornweer which exceeded permitted limits will
he refunded to Borrowa, Lender may Aetna', to make this refund by redueing the principal owed under tho

r Note or by making a direct liaymeni to Borrower If a refund reduces principal, the reduction will be treated as
innitd pee:Avant:in seithout any prope)intent eittage (whether or not a prepayment charge is provided for

tinder. lbe Note). lit)dc0"e8 acceptance of my such reftaid made by direct payment to Bormwer will
i constitute a waiver of my right of action Bonower might have arising out ofsuch overcharge,t

t 15, Notices: All notices given by Borrower or Lemfer hi connection with this Security histrutnent must
he in writing. Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Instrument shall be deemed to have
tern given to 13ot-rower When mailed by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrower's notice
address ir sent by other t110003. NOtice to tary ono Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers unless

iJ'Applicable Lbw expressly requires otherwise. The notice address atoll he the Property Address unless
itortnwer has designated a substitute notice address by (1011011 IC) Lender, Borrower shall promptly notify
I ender of Borrower's chtinge of address, If Lender specifies a pi:feedlot for reporting Borrower's change of
address, then Borrower stthll only teport a change of address thmugh thrd specified procedure, Thom may ha
only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at any one time. Any notice to Under shall'i bt'i given by delivering it or by !nailing it by first class mail to Lender's address slated herein unless Lender has

:designated another atittress by 11011Cr 10 Burrower. Any notice in connection with thin Security Instrument
sit a it not be deadied to have ken given to Lender until actually received by Lender. If any notice required by
tale Security instruntec I is also required under Applicable Law, the Applicable Law requitement will satisfyt

t,the corresponding requirement inaler this Security Instrument,
16. Govartting Law; Sevellilrally; Rules Of ConntruCtiOn, This Secority Instrument shall be governed

by federal law and the law cif the jurisdiction in which the Property is locstet1 All tights and obligations
:contained in this Sorority Instrument ara subject to tiny retquirenkenta and limitations of Applicable Law,
Applicable. Law knight explicitly or tamtleitly allow thr r,artics to agree by contract or it inIght be Rilent, Imt
s.ittill silence shah not he construed en c prohibition against agreement by contract. In tile event that any
pm vision or chorea of this Security Instrument or the Nett conflicts with Applicable Law, such conflict shall
rtor affecr othtr provisions of this Security instrument Or the Note which can be given effect without the
eturtlictiog prOv151011,

i As useAl ift Es Scellrity IM10IA1C111: (0 words of the masculine gentler shall mean and Include
corresponding newer words or bourns of the feminine gender; (b) words in the singular Skil moan and Include
'It,: plural and vice versat and (c) the word "may" Alves sole discretion ‘vithout lay ObliVItitin to take any
!action.

7. E3 m.doweV6 COpy, Borrower shall he given ono copy of the Note and of this Security Instrumern.
18. Tronsfec of the Property or a Ilef reach" irderard In Borrower. As used in this Section 18,

'"Interest in the Props:tot" tiletin:i arty legal or beneliciat interest in Ma Property, including, but not limited to,
:those beneficial Interests transferred in a bond tor deed, contract for deed, installment saki contract or escrow
'tigrcerriant, ihe intent of which la the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser,

If all Of any part of the Property or Rey Interest in the Property is sold or transfernsd (or if 'borrower is not
"a newts.' Sittntl hod a beneficial interest in Elmirower in sold or transferred) without Lender's prior wdtten
00110(111 I-c-lilbcr,BIV lo•kinire iinitiitiiiiiiii imyinitEd in nill of till flu= Itctclircil by ibis SectuitY Imetrunicat
'Ito wes er, this 01)000 Ovid tiot be. exercised by Lander if such exercise Is prohibited by Applicable Law:

If I. ender exercises lids option, Lender shall hive florrower notice of acceleration. TM notice alma
provide a period of not leSs OM 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15
within which fli=nwee men pay all twins 'lei:well by this security Instsimient. If Borrower falls to prty Ihese
aunts prior to die expiration of this period, Lender may Invoke any remedies permitted by this Sec-tatty
lestrument without Molter notice or demand on Borrower,

19, itorrto nice's 11101111 to lidostit te After Arcaerution, If Borrower =ins Certain conditions, Borrower1
11 liaye itia rigid to have cnforcerneht of this Security Instrument discontinued to any time pd'or to the

lead:est of: (a) live days before salt of the Properly pursuant to tiny power of sale contained in thth Security
Instrument; fb) such other p0ti1l:1111 Applicable Law inight speoify for the termination of Borrower's right to
.itinsrate; Or (c) entry of a judgment enforcing this Security 'Instrument, Those conditions are that Borrower:
(it), .ii. i. cidee lit 'vim; which tiien iyoidd bei (hie usiler this 'Warily Instrument and the Note as if no
a, ..1• 01.11s.1 mit 1t0o00i1; (5) tan•sa arty tiofttne, of any .ethee Covenants or agreements; (c) pays all expenses
ime: est in tuft:retro; Otis Smutty lustrontent, tact tiding, hat nut jitnited to, reasonable attorneys' fres,
PI 11-)0,11..;,, inspection tlili Yafinitiiiii lees, enii oilier feel ineurred for tho latrima Of prineeling Lender's illierdia

cinch), tests.) mit. (07(00) Pass It ctio Penn 3011 1/01
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In the Ptority mid rights undre this Security Instrument; and (d) takes Duch action as Lender may reasonably
require to assu•e that Lemlees ilaceel In Mt Property and rights under this Swurity Instrament, and
Borrower's obtigation to pay the sum secured by this Security ittairtintent, shall continue unchanged. Leader

trt may requhe that Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and expenses in OM: or more of the following forms,
to; selected by fonder (a) vash: (b) money order: (e) certified cheek, bank check, treasures check or cashier's
thook, provided tiny auch check is draws upon MI institution whose deposits are insured by a kderat agency,
instrumentality or enthyrort(iintlectrmite-:Etifidir Transfer, Upon reinstatement by Borrower, this Security
instrument and obligadons secured hereby shill remain fully effective as lf nO acceleration had occurred,

Illowever, thiS tight to reinstate shall not apply to the case of acceleration ander Section 18,
20, Stale of Netet Change or Loots Stryker; Notice or Grievance. The Note or a partial interest in the

NCth) (tofielher with this Security Instrument) can bc sold Ono Or mote limes without prior notice to BorlDwer.
A mile rnikht reatilt in a change in tli entity (known es (Ito '1.:oets Serviccrh) that collects Pedalo Paymentsunder Mei into and this Settmity Inattatmein and performs other Mortgagc loan servicing OblIgatl0115 Under
tho Nom, this fiecnrity Instrument, and Applicable Low, There also might be one or tnore changes of the Loan
SerVicr,C nmdatcd In eldo of the Note, If there is a chonge of the Tmaft Service!, Borrower will be given
written notice of the change which wiif tato the name and addros of the new Loan Servietir, the uddreas to
vehitilt payments should be made end any other information RESPA requires In connection with a notice ot
tiiitutter of servicing, ir the Now IR NOW and thereafter the Loon is serviced by fi Loan Setvicee other than the
purchaser of the NOW., tho trot ;;c loan servicing oldlitations to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servitor
or be =infernal to a fionnetiSor oart Sot eicoa ;ant are not &seamed by the Nolo purchaser unless otherwise
ph:prided by the Note pow:mars.

Neither Borrower aor Lender teay oommence, join, or he joined to any judicial action (as either tto
<di stilitol litigant or the member of a Mast) thnt arises front the other party's actions pot-Amin to Ibis Soourily

•Instrninrot or that alleges that the other party hm inached nny provision of, or any duty owed by reason of,
this Security Instilment, until such Borrower or twodcr has notified the other party (with such notice given in
e:)tnplianee with the tetotinctnents of Seclibil 1.5) of such alleged breach and afforded the other party hereto a

itforr the giving of well notice to take corrective timion. If Applicable Low piovides a 61TIO
ClehiSe before certain action can be taken, that time period will. be deemed in be reationtible

f;;I' purpcme':: of this paragniph. The notice of acceleration and opponunity to Cute given to Borrower pursuant
to Section 22 and nte notice of accetentitoo given to Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall bc, domed ic
erdisty the notice and oppot (unity to take Corrective flethel pruvialuns of (his Section

21. Tiszoodutts Substances, As used in this Sectlisa 21: (a) "Hazardous Substances" are those substances
c•;flped as tonic or hmanhoms substencea, poi:nouns, or wastes by Environmental Law and the following
son:I:inc.:a; gas:JUNG, lmroscno, °Mu Ilaininnble us ad: petroleum products, toxic pesticides sod herbicides,
yet to olCttti iteteri ala containing usdiestos or formaldehyde, sad radioactive materials; (b)
"AfiVia)ealettltd LaW" recoils federal laws and taws of the jurisdiction Where the Property is located that relate
mr hesIth, safety or environmental pimection; (a) "finvirortraental Cleanup" includes Any response action,
I.:rot:OW action, or removal neliM Re defined in Environmenird Law; and (d) ati "Environmental Condition"
wakna e condition that can came, coottibute to, or rtneeWlee nigger an dInvironmernal Cleanup,

liwrower aheti not cause or p,::.:thit the ise::enCeIlre, disposal, storage, or reeest: or any Ha/anions
Sc istimmt a, or tincanto to release any IltreldiMin St:b.":1fieCeU, on or in the Property. Borrower shall not do, nor
IttlOW iiityafte e!se to do, anything affecting the Papetty (a) that it to violation of soy Ertvironrnentril Law, (b)
whi cli cruntea en Environment[a Conditina, to (o) which, duo to the preence, use, or relewle of a Hazaniotts
Substance, creates a condition that adversely atkos the value of the Property, 'flie prectnling two sentences
shall not apply io the presence, use, ttre<ortIge on the Property of small quantities of liszantous Sulisinocos
:hat 10 err III recognized to he LppropriMe to orn:nal reeitiontlat uses anti to ma:wen:met or the Property
rincl, anc, but not Melted to, /neon:woes NUtnthii eettataatt protILIC:4,

Root:over shad promptly gisro Lender written notice of (a) any investigation, claim, detwand, lawailit Or
^:.aa notion by any etivernineatal or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any

:azan.;0,,a Substance or Pmvituitmeatni Law of whieh Borrower has actual knowledge, (b) nay Environmental
cotatiOurt, inc.turling but out limited to, asy spilling, leaking, discharge, release or threat of release of any
1E:students Substance, and (e) tiny coratition caused by the presence, use or release of it Hazardous Sobstanee
)vitich talversely effects the who of Me Property, IC Flortrower learnt, ot is notified by coy governmental or
rcgolitto:y fan hartiy, of any private party, that any removal or other remetliation or any lInzardmrs Sobstiowe
ntr:.•;aing the Property ha oeseeeary, 'no:tower 0411 premlInty take all necessary remedial actions in accordance
Witt: I'M vicon: menet Law. Nothing itetele ahall create any obligadon on Lender for an Eiwkonnuanal Ckanup.

NON-UNIFORM COVENANTS, Botrowee and Lender further covenain anti agree as follows:
22, A ceeterhilem Remedios, Lender !mall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following

Borrower's Mend: et any comsat or agreement lo this Security Instrument (but not prior to
Srciltm 15 untc, s Apollo:Mk: Law provides o(herwise), The nodes shalt specify: (a)

the dernalt: (b) Hid art Mb ITT:4.A to cure Mc default; (e) a data, Mt lean than:ID days from the date the
tacit is pis Cit lit therrower, by which tinIdefanit motile eared; (1) (bat failure to cure the &limn ou or
brfore the date specified in the notice may ranult in aroderation of the aums secured by thIS Security
It rument, I i<t'rtnrniur by P.:dicta] prtieeeding and sale of the Property; (e) the Hornower's tight to

(07:06 ti1 illf Fenn 3031 ibtij
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eel:taws actor a;!vdw';tilan clad (he rigat ii asaect to the foreclosure proceeding the nomexistence of a
default or any other defense of tiorrinver to acceleration and foreclosure; and (t) any nther disclosure
required wider the nth- Fort:olive= AM, codified at Sections 2A;56.53 et seq. of the New Jersey
Sintiries, or other Applicable Law. If the default is not cured on or before the data specified In the
notice, famdee iii HA option may require immediate payment in hill of all surne secured by this Security
lasiramewt without further demand and may hireclose this Security Instrmewnt by judicial proceeding,
Lander shell be entitled to collect all expenses incurred In pursuing the remedies provided in this

ritiii 22, limludimi, but nut hint lot to, attorneys' fees and coals or title evidence permitted by Rules of
cirt.

23. Beienae. Upon pityraeot of ail sums secured by this Security iniarnment, Lender shall cancel this
Security instrument, Borrower shall pay 'any !confliction costs, Lender may charge Burrower a fee for
11;4:using tills Security Instrument, ho thdy if Use reo is paid to a third party for services rendered and the
charging of the fee is permitted wider A pplieuble Law.

24, No Claim tat Credit tor Taxes, Borrower will not make deduction horn or elairn MO On (he
krinatidal or intete 1 acedred bythis See wily lositernent by motet of eny governmental Mots, assessments or

II CATO WC1 \OH not dabs any dedttormn frem the bookie Wilkie of the Property by reason of this
5ccerity

BY SIGNINO BELOW, Bo:rower accepts and 'agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this
SeeerUy lirdowncat end in my Rider exceated by Borrower end reconlod with it,

:lig:tort, sealed and delivered it die gretweia id

(Sea))
KNR.1( 312.1'ff •tAtIm..vr.r

(Seal)
3',1.30r4P.TTE Ci tics 43 (II-rowel'

—(Sa))
-Roffman

-Iloovwcr

f2tS CATr, NEW JERsEy, j—.)JY Couuty
(5:•1'

Os his day N1111cD, C-}"., beforeme, the subscriber,
piisonally appeared

r. I- 00, I IIM qkfied,
itic 1,,,, st.:NK, ItAIncd in “nti soh() t :ace t.cd :113 %%Allis IriNtrument wit thereupon acknowledged due

iirkmadiey Rived,,iaisicri and cie.bycl dm u itiii e hisrnerillicir a ti., od le id, for the puiposes therein
ospicarcd,

c... „..„....a
rieto-yreetie

Lisa J. EsVort,
trolary Palle of Neve AmoyMy Commkruloit Explroo

February 14, ?AV
.:.9

Q.1:, (N.. (ne 4 CAt. (0711; P, a* !II .010 Farm 3031 VIA

a
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